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3COMMISSIONERS OF TRUST FUNDS
CEMETERY BOARD
TRUSTEES OF FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
'.
2
TOWN OFFICERS FOR 1931 - 1932
TOWN CLERK, TREASURER AND COLLECTOR
OF TAXES
Jerry J. Riendeau Term expires 1932
BOARD OF SELECTMEN AND PUBLIC WELFARE
Edward E. Warren Term expires 1932
Frederick O. Tripp Term expires 1933































































RESULT OF THE VOTE
ANNUAL ELECtION - MARCH 2, 1931
THREE YEARS
Prect. 1 Prect. 2 Total
Precinct No. 1 Cast 872 Votes
Precinct NO.2 Cast 192 Votes
Total 1,064 Votes
William Fawcett (elected) 399










Prect. 1 Prect. 2 Total
SELECTMAN AND BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Prect. 1 Prect. 2 Total





















Prect. 1 Preet. 2 Total
BOARD OF HEALTH
THREE YEARS
Clairbourne N. Kirby (elected)
Thomas Tuttle
Blanks














Prect. 1 Prect. 2 Total
MODERATOR
ONE YEAR






























COMMISSIONER OF' TRUST FUNDS
THREE YEARS




Preet. 1 Prect. 2 Total




























Preet. 1 Preet. 2 Total
Prect. 1 Preet. 2 Total
Neree H., Bourgeois

























Preet. 1 Preet. 2 Total






























To the Citizens of the Town of Acushnet:
The Board of Selectmen hereby submit their re-
port for the year ending December 31, 1931.
The Board organized March 9, 1931, .as follows:
Edward E. Warren was. elected chairman and Vion
Lambert was appointed clerk.
Fifty-two regular meetings. were held.






BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN FOR ONE YEAR










CHIEF OF FIRE DEPARTMENT
August St. Jean

























KEEPER OF TOWN LOCKUP
Otto W. Melzer
'FIELD DRIVERS
Uriah S. Cole Louis Orlowski
Leslie Morse
Leon Lambert










AND BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE
TOWN ACCOUNTANT



































MEASURERS OF WOOD AND LUMBER AND LOGS








































































LICENSES AND PERMITS GRANTED
Dance Licenses Issued 275
Sunday Licenses Issued 21
Petroleum. Licenses Issued 8
Pool Table Licenses Issued 4
Common Victuallers Licenses Issued 3
Building Removal Permits Issued '3
14 '. 15
LIST' OF JURORS FOR 1931
Following is the list of Jurors prepared by the
Board of Selectmen of the Town of Acushnet, under the
provisions of Chapter 234, Section 4, General Laws.
Thomas H. Bassindale, 864 Middle Rd. MillOperative
James A. Budd, Morse's Lane
Henry W. Chase, 553Main St.
Ludwick Orlowski, 74 James St.
Earle T. Cory; So; Main St. '
Andre Dion, 7 Gammons Rd.
Arthur' Forand, Cushing Lane
John S. Geggatt, Perkins St.
Charles E. Gifford, 153 Middle Rd:
Frank Gonet, 239 Robinson Rd.
William A. Gurney, 60 Main St.
Dosithe Guilotte, 107 Main St.
William Haskins, 12 So. Main St.
Thomas O.Hathaway, 223 Hathaway Rd,
Joseph Holt, 271 Hamlin St.
William T. Howland, 211 Mendall Rd.
Leon Lambert, 32 Slocum St.
Herbert C. Leonard, 145 Leonard St.
Henry Lewis, 66 Mill Rd.
John R. Linden, 550 Main St.
Alexander Newton, 153 Main St.
Joseph Perras, 1357Main St.
Honore Perreault, 229 Robinson Rd.
Henry E. Reed, 88 Mill Rd.
Arthur F.Resendes, 82 Middle Rd.
Roy Richardson, 649 Main St.
William Smith, Jr., 53 Perry St.





























Edward Tottle, Tottle Lane
Arthur L. Tripp, 1243Main St.
John Vincent, 733 Main St.
Frederick H. Wood, 15 Main St.
Fred E. Wellington, 504 Main St.
,Henry Wilkinson, 820 Main St.
Percival L. Ashley, Main St.
Edmund A. Lambert, 32 Slocum St.
Louis Gaudette, 104 So. Main St.
Clarence B. Ellis, 564 Main St.
Charles E. Bennett, 788 Main St.
Ezra F. Chadwick, 1539Main St.'
Theron R. Parker, 532 Middle Rd. ,
William E. Collins, 1235 Main St.


























































































































































Annual Appropriation at Special Town Meet-
ing, July, 1931 ' $200.00











































































LIGHTS ON LAWSON AVENUE ANb RIVET ST.




Medicine and Medical Attendance
Clothes
Annual Appropriation $ 900.00




















































































Selectmen and Public Welfare (Chairman)
Selectmen and Public Welfare (other two)
Treasurer and Collector
Clerk in Collector's Office
Town Clerk
Assessors
Clerk of Selectmen and Public Welfare
Town Accountant















































REPORT OF THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE
To the. Citizens of the Town of Acushnet:
The Board of Public Welfare herewith respectfully
submit a report of their expenditures du~ing the year
1931.
Annual Appropriation $14,000.00
Special Appropriation, July, 1931 8,000.00




A total of 123 cases were aided during the year,






Board of Public Welfare.




. Board and Care








Relief by Other Citi~s






























FIGURES OF THE AMOUNT OF MONEY TO BE
RAISED BY TAXATION
Number of neat cattle other than cows assessed
Number of swine assessed
Number of dwelling houses assessed
Number of acres of land assessed






ASSESSOR'S REPORT FOR 1931
Population of the Town, April I, 1931
Men age of military service
Number of polls
Number of Old Assistance Tax





Value of assessed stock in trade $ 18,635.00
Value of assessed live stock 64,963.00
Value of assessed machinery 226,117.00
Value of all other assessed tangi-
ble personal property 2,533.00
Value of assessed personal estate $312,248.00
Town Appropriation in March $133,449.50
Town Appropriation in July 12,600.00
Town reimbursement of surplus
used
Overdrawn on Overlay of 1923
Overdrawn on Overlay of 1926
Overdrawn on Overlay of 1927
Value of building only
Value of land only
Value of assessed real estate
Total value of assessed estate
Tax on polls
Tax on Old Age Assistance
Tax on personal properties














Total for the Town
State Tax
National Park




Overlay of the current year










Total tax for State, County and Town
Tax rate per $1,000 ..
$122,631.29
$32.50 \, LESS ESTIMATED RECEIPTS
Number of horses assessed
Number of cows assessed
















































District Tax (Fire and Water)
Sewer Tax
Old Age Assistance Tax
Polls Tax
Excise Tax (on number of 898
motor vehicles assessed)
Polls on special warrant commit-
ted later
Old Age Assistance warrant
committed later
December and omitted assess-
ment tax
December and omitted assess-












Total Estimated Receipts $39,645.40
Net amount to raise by Taxation on Polls,
Property and Old Age Assistance $122,631.29
EDMUND A. LACASSE, Chairman,
PERCIVAL L. ASHLEY,
WILLIAM FAWCETT,





Number of Polls 1,119 at $2.00
each
'Number of Old Age Assistance













The Acushnet Fire Department desires to submit
the seventh annual report for the year ending Decem-
ber 31, 1931. During the year the Fire Department
answered 75 calls; 9 were building tires, 4 were chimney
tires, 34 were brush tires, 27 still alarms, chimney and














PayRoll ending May, 1931 $66.11
New Bedford Towel Supply Co., Rental
of Towels 1.00
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone
Service 8.79
Acushnet Saw Mills Co., Long Handled
Fire Shovels 4.88
Pay Roll ending April, 1931 $406.69
Charles S. Ashley & Sons., Insurance
on Fire Truck
Auto Electric Service, Inc., Parts for
for Fire Truck
Fairhaven Garage, E. G. Spooner, La-
bor on Fire Truck
Ashley Battery & Ignition Co., Part
. for .Fire Truck
B. D. Smith & Co., Ejxtinguishers
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone
Service .
New Bedford Towel Supply Co., Rental
of Towels' .
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., Gasket
Paper
Jean's Motor Sales, Rent, Gas, Oil,
Power for Siren
J. Pelletier, Labor
New Bedford Towel Supply Co., Rental
of Towels 1.00
Thomas Hersom & Co., Soda 3.92
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., Polish and
Wiping Rags 5.35.
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone
Service 6.11



















Pay Roll ending March, 1931
1. Oliver, Mdse., Window Cleaner
Pay Roll ending February, 1931 $67.75
New Bedford Towel Supply Co., 'Rental
of Towels 1.00
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone
Service 6.73
C. E. Beckman & Co., Hot Shot Batteries 6.50
Babbitt Steam Specialty Company,
Skein Waste 3.00
L. Gaudette, Mdse., Broom .65
Jean's Motor Sales, Rent and Power
for Siren 45.33
Pay Roll ending January, 1931
1. Oliver, Kerosene
New Bedford Towel Supply Co., Rental
of Towels
R. Beaulieu, Soldering Extinguishers
New Eng. Tel. &: Tel. Co., Telephone
Service
E. F. Dahill, Acid and Soda
Jean's Motor Sales, Rent' and Power
















Pay Roll ending October, 1931 $79.78
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone
Service
New Bedford Towel Supply Co., Rental
of Towels
J. A. Toussaint, Braces for Chemical
M. W. Marks, Straps, Water Buckets
Jean's Motor Sales, Gas, Rent and
Power
Pay Roll ending September, 1931 $62.41
New Bedford Towel Supply Co., Rental
of Towels 1.00
Acushnet Saw Mill Co. 5.00
C. E. Beckman, Batteries 3.25
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone
Service 10.16
Jean's Motor Sales Paint, Oil, Rent and
Power 45.80
Pay Roll ending November, 1931 $143.53
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone
Service 8.50
New Bedford Towel Supply Co., Rent-
al of Towels 1.00
Thomas Hersom & Co., Soda 3.92
L. Gaudette, Mdse., Broom .39
N. H. Bourgeois, Mdse., Cloth to
Cover Siren 2.13
Jean's Motor Sales, Gas, Oil, Alcohol,
Rent and Power 43.00
Jean's Motor Sales, Accessories, Rent
and Power 45.05

















Pay Roll ending July, 1931 $89.77
New Bedford Towel Supply Co., Rental
of Towels
Jean's Motor Sales, Trucking, Rent and
Power 43.00
Elkheart Brass Mfg. Co., Extinguishers 54.00
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone
Service
Callanan & Archer, Stationery, Etc.
Acushnet Drug Co., Inc., Emergency
Kit Supply
Pay Roll ending June, 1931
C. K. Lewin, Stationery
New Bedford Towel Supply Co., Rental
of Towels
Callanan & Archer, Stationery
F. S. Brightman Co., Cards
C. E. Beckman Co., Batteries
H. Pelletier, Glass Case and Repairing
Ladders
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone
Service
Jean's Motor Sales, Rent and Power
for Siren 42.00
GobelI Paper Stock Co., Skein Waste 5.70
Pay Roll ending August, 1931 $47:p9
New Bedford Towel Supply Co., Rental
of Towels 1.00
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone
Service 9.28
Jean's Motor Sales, Rent and Power
for Siren 42.00





During the year 1931 there were five Blasting Per-
mits issued:
In case of Fire call Clifford 3939 or Acushnet Fire
Department. The Acushnet Fire Department consist of






These extinguishers are for the use of the public
in case of emergency. Anybody having a fire and want


















New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone
Service
New Bedford Towel Supply Co., Rent-
al of Towels
C. E. Beckman, Hot Shot Batteries
The Whaling Outfitters, Rubber Boots
and Coats
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., Polish
and Dry Cells
F. O. Eldridge, Fire Extinguishers
Auto Electric Service, Inc., Magnito
Part, Fire Truck
Callanan & Archer, Stationery
Jean's Motor Sales, Gas, Oil, Alcohol,
Battery, Rent and" Power
34
The Acushnet Fire Department" distributed in dif-
ferent sections of tlie Town, fire extinguishers at the
locations as follows:







Chief of Acushnet Fire Department
and Forest Fire Warden.
J. Perras, 1357 Main St. 3 Extinguishers
C. Geggette, 1117 Main St. 3 "
H. Jackson, 1156 Main St. 3 "
E. Rogerson, Rogerson Ave. 4 ",
L. Morse, 837 Middle Rd. 4 "
C. B. Ellis, 564 Main St. 3 "
Fred Ashley, Long Plain Rd. 2 "
C. Tripp, Perry Hill Rd. 2 "
R. G. Morse, Middle Rd. 2 "
L. Ellis, Mandall Rd. 2 "
36
REPORT OF
LIBRARY AND MONUMENT COMMITTEE
To the Citizens of Acushnet:
The Committee appointed by the Town to build a
Library and Monument have completed their duties and
beg to give their report.
It was voted to use the original plan for the Library
as submitted by Mr. F. A. Rousseau. Bids were asked
on these plans. After these bids were received, they
were so low that the Committee decided to reject all
bids, and build a better and larger building, and in-
structed the architect to revise the plans. Bids were
. asked on the new plans and the low bidder, Mr. Jethro
O. Ashley, was given the contract.
The Monument was selected after looking over a
large number of designs. It was purchased from
George A. Markey, New Bedford, and made and erected
by the Florence Granite Company of Quincy.
The results of our labor are now seen, and we hope
the citizens of Acushnet are pleased with our work.
We wish to thank the following for gifts to the Li-
brary:
Acushnet Grange for tree.
Mrs. M. J. Burke for flag.













The financial report will be found in the report of
the Trust Fund Commissioners.









REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR




























































































































MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE OF 1930
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE OF 1929




































Tax Titles taken in 1931
Outstanding per list






Tax Titles taken in 1931
Adjustments (Tax Titles)
Outstanding per list























































































ACUSHNET FIRE AND WATER DISTRICT
DIST,RICT TAXES-1923































































Balance, January 1, 1931 $180.98











































































Income Tax, State Valuation
Income Tax, Educational
Corporation Tax, Business
Corporation Tax, Gas, Elec.
Lgt. & Water Cos.
Corporation Tax, Railroad,




Corporation Tax, Public Serv-
ice 1930 4.98
Interest on Deferred Taxes 3,226.38
Tax Title Costs, Advertising, etc. 68.20
Tax Sale Advertisements 26.95 .



























1931 Levy, Poll, Personal and
Real Estate $64,924.61
1930 Levy, Poll, Personal and
Real Estate
1929 Levy, Poll, Personal and
Real Estate
1928 Levy, Poll, Personal and
Real Estate
1927 Levy, Poll, Personal and
Real Estate
1926 Levy, Poll, Personal and
Real Estate
1925 Levy, Poll, Personal and
Real Estate
1924 Levy, Poll, Personal and
Real Estate
Motor Vehicle Excise of 1931
Motor Vehicle Excise of 1930
Motor Vehicle Excise of 1929








i.1924 Levy 9.20 Public Library Fines 60.57Interest on Deferred District Temporary Loans, Anticipation of Revenue 80,000.00Taxes 228.54 Vocational Education 4,350.027,429.48 County Dog Fund 486.28
Interest on Deposits 291.86Licenses:
Court Fines 246.00Sunday Licenses 105.00 Insurance Refunds 36.47Dance Licenses 68.75 Adelard Bonneau 16.00Pasteurization Licenses 30.00 ,. Trust Funds and Income Withdrawn:Petroleum Licenses and Renewals 16.00 Russell Memorial Library $13,891.18Common Victuallers' Licenses 15.00 Russell Memorial Monument 10,916.78Milk Licenses 12.00 , Russell Public School 833.05Pool Table Licenses 8.00 \ Russell Memorial LibraryIAlcohol Licenses 7.00 ! Maintenance 758.55Oleomargarine Licenses 2.00 R. N. Swift Board of HealthSlaughter License 1.00 ,. Fund 257.32264.75 l. Cemetery Perpetual Care 219.97Police Department Telephone Tolls 4.05 ( Russell Town Hall and Library 215.65Fire Department Telephone Tolls 12.20
I;
Russell Protestant Poor 120.59Sealer's Fees 59.80 Long Plain Cemetery Special Care 15.91Health and Sanitation:
Long Plain Cemetery Addition 10.40Meat Inspection Fees $179.50
27,239.40Sewer Pumping Charges 132.00 ~
311.50 1\ Trust Funds:
Highway Department: r Cemetery Perpetual Care $225.00Compensation Insurance Refunds $131.16 Long Plain Cemetery Addition 31.00




Public Welfare Reimbusements: Total Receipts for Year Ending De-
N December 31, 1931 $270,622.65Cities and Towns $2,299.50
Balance, January 1, 1931 63,902.57Sale of Wood 3.75
2,303.25
$334,525.22State:
Temporary Aid $944.97 DisBURSEMENTS












Sealer of Weights and Measures
Town Hall
Rental of American Legion Headquarters
Suppression of Moths .












Selectman and Public Welfare
Clerk Treasurer and Collector's Office, .





Bristol County Tuberculosis Hospital
Adelard BOnneau .
Bristol Cou~ty (Dog F~es 19S0)
































































Long Plain Cemetery Addition
Trust Funds and Income Expended:
Russell Memorial Library
Russell Memorial Monument
Russell Public School Fund
Russell Memorial Library Maintenance
R. N. Swift Board of Health
Cemetery Perpetual Care
Russell Town Hall and LibrarY
Russell Protestant Poor
Long Plain Cemetery Special Care
Long Plain Cemetery Addition
District Taxes and Interest:
Levy of 1931
Levy of 1930







































































Motor Vehicle Excise Taxes 1931








District Interest on Taxes
Petroleum License
CASH RECONCILIATION, DECEMBER 31, 1931




Less-Issue of Check Pending 97.96
Balance per Treasurer's Cash Book
Add-Outstanding Checks
Totar Disbursements for the Year End-
ing December 31, 1931
Cash Book Balance, December 31, 1931
Principal Balance Dividends Withdrawn Balance
Dec. 31, 1930 1931 1931 Dec. 31, 1931NAME OF FUND
100.00 105.15 4.77 4.00 105.92Hammett, Alice
100.00 114.35 5.18 7.00 112.53Hickey, Elisabeth Ann
100.00 102.97 4.63 6.00 101.60Keen, Hervey B.
100.00 103.64 4.68 7.00 101.32Leonard, Eben F. c.n
8.00 142.04
,..,.
Mendall, Ellis 100.00 143.53 6.51
100.00 105.12 4.77 4.00 105.89Morse, Albert S. Jr.
100.00 111.61 5.07 3.00 113.68Morse, Alfred
200.00 233.38 10.60 12.00 231.98Morse, Edward
100.00 166.92 7.57 174.49Nye, Sally
Omey, William and Albert 100.00 120.92 5.47 6.00 120.39
~.,.,~.-
Pri, Gipa! Balance Dividends Withdrawn Balance
NAME OF FUND Dec. 31, 1930 1931 1931 Dec. 31, 1931
Parker, George J. 100.00 161.26 7.31 2.00 166.57
Parker,. Jonathan and Lucy 100.00 144.89 6.57 4.00 147.46
Perry, Charles J. 100.00 128.68 5.83 4.00 130.51
Perry, H. and G. Barton 50.00 61.21 2.77 4.00 59.93
en
Perry, John S. 100.00 121.66 5.51 6.00 121.17 '"
Phipps, Henry G. 100.00 100.92 4.57 5.00 100.43
Pierce, Samuel 150.00 283.26 12.87 10.00 286.13
Pierce, Samuel B. 150.00 168.73 7.65 8.00 168.38
Pratt, Sylvester 50.00 82.75 3.74 4.00 82.49
Reynolds, Luther 50.00 50.75 2.28 2.00 51.03
Principal Balance Dividends Withdrawn Balance
Dec. 31, 1930 1931 1931 Dec. 31, 1931NAME OF FUND
Reynolds, Luther and Job Haskins 100.00 132.07 6.01 2.00 136.08
100.00 103.97 4.71 3.00 105.68Robinson, Benjamin '
50.00 50.00 .75 50.75Robinson, Thomas J.
100.00 115.87 5.25 4.00 117.12Sherman, James B.
205.09 388.69 17.66 5.00 401.35Taber, Elizabeth
100.00 194.00 8.83 5.00 197.83Taber, Joseph
75.00 129.95 5.87 2.00 133.82Taber, Pardon
100.00 152.49 6.91 6.00 153.40Taber, William
50.00 96.59 4.37 1.00 99.96 "" .Taber, William D. '" .100.00 100.00 1.13 101.13Taber, Samuel
100.00 119.82 5.43 5.00 120.25White, Benjamin, (East Side)
White, Benjamin, (West Side) 100.00 125.50 5.69 5.00 126.19
150.00 174.29 7.93 182.22Wood, Mary S.
100.00 114.17 5.18 5.00 114.35Wright, Susan Ann
'- -_ .•''', =..
TRUST FUNDS
Principal Balance Deposited Dividends Withdrawn Balance
NAME OF FUND Dec. 31, 1930 1931 1931 1931 Dec. 31, 1931
Long Plain Cemetery Addi-
tion $ 255.00 $ 286.91 $31.00 $ 13.78 $ 10.40 $ 321.29
Long Plain Cemetery Perma-
nent Care 347.00 353.01 15.91 21.91 347.01
Henry H. Rogers Gift 967.90 44.01 1,011.91
Russell, Allen and Rhoda R., err
Library. 7,591.60 9,988.18 454.61 10,442.79 4\c.
Russell Memorial Lib r a r y
Maintenance 4,000.00 5,319.17 235.58 758.55 4,796.20
Russell Memorial Library 13,756.30 314.96 13,891.18 180.08
Russell Memorial Monument 10,669.28 247.50 10,916.78
Russell Protestant Poor 6,000.00 6,167.00 276.62 120.59 6,323.03
Russell Public School 6,093.75 . 6,763.13 294.69 833.05 6,224.77
Russell Town Hall and Li-
brary 2,400.00 2,615.38 119.01 215.65 2,518.74
R. N. Swift, Board of Health 5,654.89 5,654.89 257.32 257.32 5,654.89
58 59
~t!l
000".) 00 °000> 0> °" " ° ° t- t- ° UNREDEEMED TAX TITLES:::~0'" C\1"' ~"' cr.; 0' ,.:~" '"' '"' "" 000- .". .". .". '" December 31, 1931b. >-'"'"Cl• 0>00 ~ '" r" ~ >-"""" ~ N• 0 0>0>0_ Levy of 1931 $4,425.82••• >-1 " '"' '"' I'il'" . ::'1 i=l'" II Levy of 1930 4,065.22••• III Z
,.:- b"-b"- ::J >il 'i Levy of 1929 3,440.04
M ~ :z >-< , Levy of 1928 3,184.20" $~ III ~ i~ '" "'''' > ..,; Levy of 1927 2,025.94III III Levy of 1926 1,649.32ell ~ ..,;
.~::E """ 0000 ~ Levy of 1925 1,117.90III o u ",,00>
II
o " 0 Levy of 1924 684.96U 801 ""0t-
III «~ .-<"".-< Levy of 1923 235.85Q 0 .". :z





<.:l i=l 0>0 - Assessment of 1931 $178.81.-< "" Eo-:z I'il '0" 0> 0> :z Assessment of 1930 187.93- ~ " " '"' .-< < I-Q ,,0 ,-i' ,.-(... , Assessment of 1929 177.13>-< ">-1:z '" >< » . ."" 543.87< - " 1Il ""Iii " '"....,i=l :z 0>.-< District:Eo- <- - 0 '" !t::J 0 0 "0 0 0 ..:I .~ Levy of 1931 $149.96~~ '"" " >- " , Levy of 1930 156.68~ rnrn ""0 --;~ ~ '" Levy of 1929 185.10< " Levy of 1928III ,...., '.-4 _.-4 ~ .~ 191.50o '" '" '"..:I 000 0 " Levy of 1927::J ~ S S c.. "'" 217.05" '" '" ::E '" Levy of 1926Q Z rn~~ ~ f 160.56III « '"0 III '"0 J Levy of 1925 166.06:t 0 '"""'"'" Eo-~ ~.,h "
~.
Levy' or 1924u >-1 " " " '" 134.761Il '" o ell ell '" Levy of 19230 P1 . . " 36.0101 . l$ l$ :B 1,397.68::'1 rn "'" " " '"« "",' Total Unredee~ed Tax Titles, Dec. 31, 1931z .~ 0 0 Ul'" Ul Ul "'" $22,770.80'" '" '" "~~~ 0
TOW~ CLERK'S REPORT


























































: i:: "'27'2 U1_
Frank C. and Eva
Anthony and Ruth
Roy Quiner and Pearl M.
YvIichaclJ. and Rose C.
JdScph A. and Stella
Octave and Amelia
Antone and IvIary
Charles and Alice A.
Joseph and Oliva .
Thomas G. and Olive
John and Agnes
Alvin C. and Grace M.
. Charles and Laura
George H. and Priscilla L.
Romeo J. and Lillian A.
Charles D. Tr. and Irene M.
Jamcs, Jr. and Ida A.
Milton H. and Mary R. D.
Joseph E. and Eunice
Joseph K. and Dora W.
Name of Parents
William A. and Beatrice
Eliodorc and Alma
Alhel-t J. and Mathilda
Julius and Alice




James E. and Elsie F.
Adclard and Melina
Manuel and Beda
Aldege and ?vIillicent E.
Lucien O. and EDora
Louis J. and Lillian
Herbert M. and Olive B.
Ernest B. and Eva E.
Joseph and Jeannette
Joseph and Stella
Joseph A. and Augustine
Joseph and Delia .
\ John A. and Mary
Silva and Angelina
Hector D. and Noella
Henry A. and Elizabeth I.
Micczyslaw and Anna
Avelino R. and Louise
Francis and Alberta M.
Name of Child
lI..forin, William Albert Jr.








Blain, Rita LOUise Blanch
Morton, Mary Elizabeth







Travers, Karl Oscar Herman
Fauteux, Muriel Doris




Wi tkos, Patricia May
Thomas, Donald
































































































































H.eed, Lyman Earl J r.
Cantara, Gloria Lea















Paquin, William Philippe Jr.
Name of Parents
Solomon and Florence
Walter E. and Dorothy M.
Antonio S. and Maria
Alfred and Mary
Peter M. and Helen
Alonzo H. and Gladys I.
George 1L and Rose B.
Joseph E. and Nancy
Ulric and Denise
John and Mary
Lyman Earl and Ethel M.
Alphonse G. and Rose
Edward C. and Clarinda H.
John G. and Alice
Volten L. and Ruth A.
Hipolit and Helena
Frederick Vif. and Anna
Frederick W. and Anna
Philip and 1'finnie
Frank and Carol G.
Rosario]. and 1Iarie R.
WawrzQiec and Anna
Antone and Mary
Roger G. and Mary A.
Willey and Dianna
Richmond E. and Jeonie
-Frank Jack and Mary Z.
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BIRTHS - Continued




Aug. 18 Frates, J esuena Theresa John and Maria
Aug. 20 Haggerty, John Joseph Lourdes
Aug. 27 Guerin, Joseph Roger Jerimiah J. and Mary C. McAvoy
Sept. 1 Lame, Jeanne M. Joseph and Bella Cormier
Sept. 6 Cormier, George Marcel Charles E. and Bertha Plaud
Sept. 7 Stillborn Odilon and Alfreda Bourgeois
Sept. 11 Stillborn
Sept. 11 Ohnesorge, William Edward Edward and Catherine
Sept. 16 Anuszczyk, Joseph Cawley
Sept. 20 Illegitimate
Leon and Wanda Jagodzinski
Sept. 20 Robillard, Doris Esther Arthur V. and Sarah E
Sept. 20 White, Nancy May LaFontaine
Sept. 21 Illegitimate
Raymond 'vV. and Erma. Morse ""
Sept. 21 Hacking, Ruth Elizabeth. '"
Sept. 25 Ai~swort~, James Jr.
George W. and Hilda Bowman
Sept. 26 Trtpp, Pnscilla Ann
James Sr. and Elsie Isherwood
Oct. 3 Braley, Edwina Mary
Abn~r D. and Mary Cardoza
Oct. 7 Pacheco, Armand
Edwin B. and Violet A. Kaye
Oct. 9 Whiteley, Nelson Ernest
Manuel and Maria Cuitana
Oct. 9 Whiteley, Glenn Richard
Harold Jr. and Ferne J ~l'fcAlpine
Oct. 10 Stillborn Harold Jr. and Ferne J )"fcAlpine
Oct. 10 Guerin, Leona Peter A. and Leona
Oct. 13 Wolf, Geraldine Elizabeth S1. Onge
Oct. 14 Desjardins, Marie Janet
Charles l"L and Daisy G Bourne
Oct. 16 Reynolds, Margaret
William and Jeannette . Theberge
Oct. 27 Desorcy, Marie Gabriel Helene
Edward and Margaret Weir
Oct. 28 Bousquet, Peter]' Jr.
George O. and Diana Tardif
Oct. 29 Illegitimate







January 12 William Domina CourchaineBlanche Dubois
January 19 Charles H. JvlorseEvelyn Elizabeth Davis
January 20 Arino FernandesEliza (Frias) Rodericks Lara
February 7 George Silveira PerryMary Souza
April 11 Thomas Adatn5Esther Leona Taber
April 20 Joseph KappesKathaleen Brady
April 20 Joseph NowakMary Anna Szeliga
April 21 Elie Mericle GagnonOdelie Audette
May 2 Stanley Bond BirdFlorence Lucretia Soule
May 25 Manuel FerroRose Pemental
May 30 Armand Romain BoudreauYvonne Mary Pinard
June 6 Gerenek TomasikVictoria Olejarz
June 16 George Toussaint GirardMarie Henriette Blanche Pepin
June 18 Charles Cowley
June
Lois Flora Dyer
18 Stanley W. Gonet
Ella B. Savaria
June 24 John Lewis Fawcett
June
Stella Kawa
27 Howard Folsom Knowles
June
Amy May Hathaway












1 Franklin A. Young
August
.Florence Norlander















Date Name Recorded 1931




Clara (Riendeau) Audette Jan. 6 Alice G. Boden 50 6
September 7 Simeon David Frias Jan. 11 George Gingras S9 7 22
Lillian Blanche Harris Jan. 12 Trving F. Hopsen 74 6 3
Septcm.ber 7 Edward Hervey Gagnon Jan. 17 Harriet Reynolds 72
Florence Beauregard Jan. 23 Doris Daigle 9
September 19 James Mello Jan. 24 Isabelle \V. Gifford 78
Dorothy Louise Perry Fcb. 2 Elizabeth Frates 3
October 12 Louis Albert Dufresne Feb. 5 Elizabeth lVIoorchouse Rothwell 7S S 3
Exilda Gagne Feb. 17 Esther Lamb Vandenburgh 79 1 6
October 12 Theophile Eugene Cote, Jr. Feb. 27 Rebecca F. Cowan 87 5 29
Jeannette Virginia St. Jean j\Iar. 1 Nathan N. vVeeks 67 6 14
October 20 Leon Lambert l•..lar. 4 Joseph Bernier 37 5 21
Yvonne Anita LeBlanc l"lar. 9 Ellen Slater Whittaker 62 11 9 i
October 25 Pandeli Peter !'lIar. 11 Alma Rivard S4 6 3
Ii
Gallata Athanas ?vlar. 14 Exilda Taillon 67 5 13
October 27 Ralph Wilfred Perreault 1i(ar. 17 Stillborn
Beatrice May Felt Mar. 21 Valeria Yastrenski 14 11 6
November 25 Teodor Pankiewicz 1hr. 25 Eliza Angelia Shaw 92 3 8 Ii
J ozefa Daborowska i\-Iar. 27 Edmond Bergeron 85 9 20 INovember 26 Jose Borroza Pereira Mar. 27 J can B. Martin 80 1 27
Maria (Teixeira) Alves ).lIar. 28 Joao Bettencourt 55 7 25
November 26 Stanley Wajda :Mar. 30 Catherine Seaman Lang 69 2 8
Helen Gryss Mar. 31 Virginie St. Jean 69
November 26 Arthur Albert Poirier Apr. 3 Marie Dansereau 74
Irene Florence Guillette Apr. 7 Albina Lelievre 35 11 9
November 28 Edward Joseph Dosh Apr. 8 Stillborn
Amelia Babola Apr. 9 1\!1arcin Nicmec 44Apr. 10 Alice Cabral 23 2 5
Apr. 11 Louise G. Gaudette, Jr. 9 10Apr. 22 Stillborn
Apr. 26 Estella :Mav Greenwood 40 3 2May 9 'William A." :Morin, Jr. 1 11j\Iay 12 ?\hnuel Nunes 17 1May 17 Bertha Ashworth Cowley 57 3 13May 27 Stillborn
May 27 John :LvIcCorkill 39 3June 6 Doris Ha'les 13 5 5June 8 Lillian Vohnotltka Ulrich 33 9 7June 15 Jane Hindle Houghton 69 5 13June 21 Alfred Arsenault 34June 27
June 30 Franklin A. Young 60 1 29
July 5 Moise Berard 68 4 17
July 8 Joseph Leonard Nunes 8 11 2,. Stanley Lipinski 9 3Julv 9 Rosanne Brodeur 40Au~. 7 Anna Evelyn DesRuisseau 42 4 19
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF STREETS
FOR YEAR 1931




Date Name Yrs. Mos. Days lj
Aug. 16 Gertrude A. Cook 70 5 19 A
Aug. 16 Stillborn
Aug. 17 Melvin T. Russell 49 3 4
Aug. 23 Henry Richard 40 6 8
Aug. 24 Robert Edward Thompson 17 2 25
Aug. 30 Antone Rose 44 4 22
Sept. 2 Frank Young 87 5 24
Sept. 5 Eva M. Gober 81 1 4
Sept. 6 Agata Wojtuszewski 59 3 21
Sept. 7 Sophia Steadment Brownell 63 2 22
Sept. 7 Stillborn
Sept. 8 Jeanne M. Lame 8
Sept. 9 Jeonie M. Faunce 40 4 8
Sept. 11 Stillborn
Sept. 12 Leticia .Bisson 22 11
Sept. 16 Joseph Anuscz~k 2 hrs.
Oct. 4 Eva P. Lawton 51 8 3
Oct. 10 Stillborn
Oct. 28 Levi W. Sherman 75 5 16
Oct. 30 Abner D. Lowe 72 3 i8
Nov. 13 Roger Guerin 2 17
Nov. 18 \'Vil1iam B. Hafford 74 8 28
Nov. 18 . Anton Marvan, Jr. 42 7 '15
Dec. 8 James Margerison 81 11 6
Dec. 10 Thomas Galligan 54 9 1
Dec. 12 Irene May Wynne 23 1 1
Dec. 19 Therese Dulude 4 5 8
Dec. 28 Hardy .. 14hrs.
Dec. 29 Dorilla Goudreau 34
GENERAL HIGHWAYS
Appropriation




1. Oliver, Hardware and Gas
Jean's Motor Sales Garage, Rent and Repairs
Highway Products Co., Road Oil.
Nashawena Mills, Cinders
Blue Stone Quarry Co., Stones
E. F. Leonard, Gravel
Joseph Perras, Gravel
T. Rogerson, Gravel
H. L. Deschamps, Sand
H. L. Deschamps, Registration of Trucks,
Water Sprinkler and Stationery
S. L. Hand, Tools and Hardware
F. O. Tripp, Tractor Work
Charles S. Ashley & Sons, Insurance
O. Pineau, Repairs and Freight
R. Beaulieu, Pipe and Sprinkler Repaired
J. A.T~ussaint, Blacksmithing
A. G. A. Co., Gas Tanks
Hartley Saw Mill Co., Lumber
.Donald Sorelle, Labor

























SUMMARY OF ROAD REPAIRS
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H. Taber, Cedar Posts
Waite & Faunce, Tires
E. Lacasse, Street Signs








. Bert. St. Germain, Truck on Snow Plow
R. G. Morse, Truck on Snow Plow
J. Budd, Teaming
Highway Products Co., Plow Blades



















































































































Paid from Trust Funds:
Fuel, salaries, books, supplies




Supplies, moving expenses, lights, water,
books, fuel, salaries 733.86
REPORT OF LIBRARY TRUSTEES
On March 31, 1931, the dedication exercises were
held. Rev. Mr. Geoghegan gave the address. Mr. War-
ren represented the Selectmen, Mr. Hersom for the
Building Committee, and Mrs. Hersom, the Library
Trustees. Rev. Mr. Morton gave the invocation and
pronounced the benediction.
The cornerstone of the Russell Memorial Library
was laid on September 25, 1930. Mr. Tripp, libraria'l
of New Bedford Library, gave the address. Mr. War-





























SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
To the Selectmen of the Town of Acushnet:
Report of Sealer of Weights and Measures for year-
ending November 30, 1931:
Platform over 5,000 lbs.-Adjusted 1; Sealed 2.
Platform under 5,000 IbS.-Sealed 15.
Counter under 100 lbs.-Sealed 8.
Spring over 100 lbs.-Sealed 11.





Gasolene Pumps-Adjusted 3; Sealed 39.
Kerosene Pumps-Adjusted 5; Sealed 35:





Total Bread Tested, 108; Number Correct, 56; Under, 18;
Over, 34.
Total Butter Tested, 13; Number Correct, 13.
Coal in Bags Tested, 46; Number Correct, 8; Under, 17;
Over, 21.
Dry Commodities Tested, 227; Number Correct, 154;
'Under, '28; Over, 45. 'U
Flour Tested, 31; Number Correct, 12; Under, 1; Over,
18.
HENRY O. SAUCIER, Jr.,
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
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REPORT OF ANIMAL INSPECTOR FOR
TOWN OF ACUSHNET
To the Board of Selectmen of the Town of Acushnet:
, I have inspected for the town 118 barns, 683 cattle,
146 young cattle, 2 oxen, 57 sheep and 54 pigs.
I have quarantined 3 cows with t"berculosis, two
of whom were condemned. I have quarantined two dogs
who bit persons and have also quarantined all the dogs









Balance January 31, 1932 $29.16
At. Town meeting in 1930 the voters decided to Pro.
ceed WIth the erectIOn of a town library according to th,
provisions contai~ed in the will of George T. Russeli~
Followmg IS an ItemIzed statement of all monies e





















Russell Memorial Library Fund
Total principal
Transferred to building committee
Balance on hand December 31, 1930
Bank interest, 1931
Balance. December 31, 1931
Transferred to building committee, Jan., 1932
Principal and interest
Land purchased in 1926
F. A. Rousseau, architect, plans
and specifications, 1926
Surveying land, 1926
Jethro O. Ashley, contractor
Fire and Water District water. 'serVIce
George J. Allen & Co., fuel oil
burner
Frank F. Rezendes, town counsel
legal advice '
Matthew J. Burke, corner stone
document etcM ,.
atthew J. Burke, stock from saw
mill
F. A. Rousseau architect, revis-
ing plans '
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There are two questions that remain for your com-
missioners to answer in order to give full publicity to
the doings of both the building committee and the fund
commissioners, the first of which is: How was the
money spent? Second, Where has the money gone?
An answer to both these questions will be found in an
itemized statement which is incorporated in our report.
FUND COMMISSIONERS' REPORT
The commissioners have had until now nine differ-
ent funds to supervise. Full and complete financial
statements of each one may be found in the report.
In 1930 the town decided to proceed with the task
and named Messrs. Hersom, Crandon, Warren, Burke,
Cormier, Hathaway and Reed as a building committee,
who have for the past two years given unstintingly of
their time and labor, the final result being two edifices
which reflect credit upon the committee and one upon
which the citizens of the town can look and point tJ
with satisfaction and pride; also both structures stand
as a silent testimonial to perpetuate the memory of one
of Acushnet's most liberal and patriotic citizens, George
T. Russell.
To the Citizens of the Town of Acushnet:
The Fund Commissioners in presenting their yearly
report are pleased to inform the citizens that the tw,)
major operations imposed upon them by the will of
George T. Russell are practically completed, namely, the






















Russell Memorial Monument Fund
Balance on hand December 31, 1930
N. B. Institution for Savings, interest 1931
Total principal
Transferred to building committee
Expended for plans in 1926
Principal and interest
George A. Markey, contractor $
H. V. Sowle, wreath for monument
Millie A. Hersom, cloth for monu-
ment
Jethro O. Ashley, curbing and
grading
John Allanach, planting shrubbery
At Town meeting in 1930 the voters decided to
erect a memorial monument in compliance with the pro-
visions of the will of George T. Russell. Following is an
itemized statement of all monies expended by your com-
missioners and building committee in its construction:
$11,066.78 $11,066.78
N. B. Institution for Savings
Interest, 1931
Balance, December 31, 1932























Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., chain
link fence, January 31, 1932
N. B. Institution for Savings, in-
terest on note
P.-G. Electric Company
Acushnet Saw Mills Co., book
cases, etc., furnished
J. i. Holcomb Co., brushes, mops,
etc.
Millie A. Hersom, express charges
Remington Rand Business Serv-
ice, Inc., furniture
F. A. Rousseau, architect, super-
vision
H. L. Guilbeault, extra painting
J. O. Ashley, extras on contract
Acushnet W ate r Department,
water
Remington Rand Business Serv-
vice, Inc.
Louis Lawrence Leach, sculptor
Remington Rand Business Serv-
ice, Inc., label holders.
Remington Rand Business Serv-
ice, Inc., oak chairs
Jethro O. Ashley, 15 yards loam,
at $3 per yard
John Allanach, planting shrubbery
Jenney & Potter, legal advice












Balance, December 31, 1931 $2,400.00 $118.74
Principal Interest
N. B. Institution for Savings $6,093.75 $669.38
Interest, 1931 294.69
$964.07
Transferred to Public Schools 833.05
Balance, December 31, 1931 $6,093.75 $131.02
Transferred to Town Hall and Li-
brary 215.65
$334.39




Keystone Appliance Co., 1 typewriter desk
Keystone Appliance Co., 1 swivel chair
Keystone Appliance Co., 1 wood table
Charles Dietz, repairing Town Clerk's and As-
sessor's desks
J. J. Riendeau, galvanized elbows and pipe
J. O. Charon, electrical work in Selectmen's office



























Town Hall and Library Fund
Manuel M. Alves, bronzing frames and retouch-
ing paintings
Library Book House, books
Payroll
Eliza Craven, labor
N. B. Gas & Edison Light Co.
Callanan & Archer Co.
American Nature Association




The Junior Literary Guild, New York
George J. Allen.& Co., New Bedford
N. B. Gas & Electric Light Co.
Eliza Craven, labor
George H. Reynolds, Romance of Nomansland
Herman Goldberger Agency, periodical subscrip-
tion
Hathaway Oil Co., Inc., fuel oil
Library Book House, Springfield
American Library Asso., Chicago
M. J. Burke, Acushnet, varnish, etc.
Ernest Howarth & Co., electrician
Payroll
Library Book House, Springfield
Principal





W. F. Quarrie & Co., World Book, 3 sets
World Book Co., 1 Moseley Trees, Stars and
Birds






AIIen and Rhoda Russell Library Fund"
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Transportation charges
Art Metal Construction Co., steel cabinets
George F. Gram Co., 4 sets American History
Maps
R. H. Hinkley Co., 4 classroom Guides for
Book of Knowledge
The Literary Digest, 4 copies, "Book of Mar-
vel" included
Doyner & Grippett, 100 Globes
Cambosco Scientific Co., chemicals and appa-
ratus
National Geographic Society, subscriptions
Total payments










R. N. Swift (Board of Health) Fund
Principal
N. B. Institution for Savings $5,654.89
Interest, 1931
Transferred to Nursing Association
Balance December 31, 1931 $5,654.89
Henry H. Rogers Gift Fund
N. B. Institution for Savings (principal)
Interest, 1931









N. B. Institution for Savings
Interest, 1931
Transferred to Protestant Poor







N. B. Institution for Savings
Interest, 1931



































REPORT OF POLICE DEPARTMENT
























PRIMARY DISPOSITION OF CASES
Uttering fraudulent check
Assault with a revolver
Being a delinquent
Discharged
Sentence to penal institution
Fined and paid
Placed on probation
DISPOSITION OF SUPERIOR COURT CASES




Sentence to penal institution and committed
Placed on file
Sentence to penal institution and appealed
Adjudged guilty and appealed
Suspended sentence
Cases dismissed
Bound over to grand jury
Adjudged guilty













Without warrant or summons
For other police departments
Being a delinquent
I hereby submit my third annual report for the Po-
lice Department for the' year ending December 31, 1931.
The number of arrests made during the year of 1931
by the Town Police, State Police, and Federal Prohibi-
tion Dh'edor, was 73 and three persons were committed





Breaking and Entering night time















Value of property reported stolen
Value of property reported lost
~' ", -.;".,'" .... .- . _.- ... _-_ .. - .
Total.
Value of property reported stolen and lost
VI' ..




























Fire alarm given (still)
Horses found acast
Horse killed
Street lights reported out
Sick and injured persons assisted
Lost children found and returned home
Witnesses summoned
Motor vehicle license or registration suspended or
revoked .
Motor vehicle transferred
Telephone calls at headquarters
With the appropriation of last year it is c83th,
your Tovvn a .little over a fraction of 54 ,,:,d a 7L ,C.
















During the year vvith .the cooperation of the. Board
of Selectmen, and the State Department of Public
Works, we have dravvn up rules and regulations and ::130
placed No Park signs at the corner of Slocum, Garfield,
and South Main street, and which vve find have been a
very great help to the public at large.
Summing up the various increased demands made
upon this department under the present appropriation,
it is the earnest endeavor of the police to run their de-
partment as economically as possible, but in order to
afford the residents of the Tovvn the protection they
have B.Jight to demand vve feel that a substantial in-.












































































Old Age Assistance Taxes
Previous Years:
Polls, Personal, Real Estate and Motor
Vehicle
Income Tax (State Valuation)
Income Tax (Educational)
Corporation Tax
Corporation Tax (Gas and Electric)






















Telephone Clifford 2100, Day or Night.


































































Trust Funds: Interests and Transfers:
Russell Memorial Library Fund
Russell Memorial Library Maintenance
Fund
Russell Memorial Monument Fund
R. N. Swift Board of Health Fund
Russell Town Hall and Library Fund
Cemetery Additional Fund
Russell Public School Fund
Russell Protestant Poor Fund
Cemetery Special Care Fund
Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund








































































































































Checks and Check Writer 118.12







Printing and Stationery 411.88
% 97
Town Hall: Sealer of Weights and Measurers:
Janitor 130.80
Sealer's Salary 135.00
Traveling Expenses 15.25Fuel 160.99 Equipment and Repairs 26.83Lights 163.59
177.08Repairs 23.10
Towels, etc., 12.55 Forestry Department:
Water 11.50 Labor 146.23Care of Grounds 41.65 Trucks 14.00544.18 Insecticides 10.65
Police Department: Cards 3.00
Chief 1,695.50 , 173.88
Offlcers 242.20 Nurse:
Telephone 124.79 SalaryParking Signs 43.93 461.56
Repairs 16.01 Telephone 78.44
Fuel and Lights 50.10 540.00
Buildings and Grounds 13.50 Health Department:
Towels 12.00
Printing and Stationery 44.44 Salaries 108.00
2,242.48 Telephone 50.91
Fire Department: Board and Treatment 84.29Nurse 529.30
Chief's Salary and Maintenance 699.80 Board and Treatment 2,041.90
Firemen 733.27 Births 47.00
Rent of Station 486.66 Deaths .50Insurance 128.64 Collection of Garbage 50.00
Chemicals 19.84 Burial of Animals 13.00
Towels 11.00 School Children 528.00
Apparatus 150.00 Miscellaneous 3.00
Truck Supplies 58.66 Animal Inspector 99.00
Equipment and Repairs • 247.22 ~l . Meat Inspection 238.7'5
Siren Power 22.00 Milk Inspection 30.00
Printing and Stationery 17.62 Sewer Pumping Charges 117.00
Telephone 107.98 4,074.00
Bills of 1930 134.45
2,817.14
98 99
Highways: School Supplies 986.54
Superintendent 912.79 Text Books 820.21.
Printing and Stationery 5.53 High School Tuition 9,786.26
Wages 3,385.31 Evening High Tuition 79.75
Trucking 130.25 Vocational School Tuition 13,026.24
Stone, Gravel, Cinders, etc. 2,44(1.72 High School Transportation 1,165.31
Equipment and Repairs 111.91 Elementary Transportation 1,422.12 .
Truck Supplies 643.45 Vocational Transportation 1,125.04
Lumber 1.20 Continuation School 587.76
Garage Rent 114.00 Janitors 4,680.00
.Care of Dumps 20.00 Fuel and Lights 1,787.63 I
Insurance on Equipment 74.10 Repairs 1,546.71 I'
Compensation Insurance 348.65 Janitors' Supplies 226.49 . f
Registr(ltion of Trucks 4.00 Water 133.00 I





Snow: Inspection of Boilers 15.00
Salaries and Wages 93.63
Sanitary Supplies 54.50
Trucks 190.00 71,337.03
Repairs and Equipment 69.90 Public Welfare:




Contract 3,643.64 Board and Care
898.63
Lights on Lawson Ave. and Medicine and Medical Attend-
1,839.29






Superintendent ..Repairs. to House.o
783.00
3,500.12 19.25 ,.
Nurse 600.00 Housekeeper 208.00
Printing and Stationery 17.25 Rent 612.50
.Telephone 89.73 Transportation to Hospital 14.00 I.




Painting, etc. 36.21 ,Relief by Other Cities 2,258.48
"194.26 itRelief by Other Towns 295,08
~;Mothers' Aid, Town and by Bureau of Old Age Assistance:
other Cities 208.73
Cash 21.6318,501.06




Counsel Fees 36.30Medicine and Medical Attend-
B. C. Tuberculosis Hospital 2,256.92ance 303.58
Adelard Bonneau 16.00Shoes 13.70
B. C. Dog Fund 304.80Clothes 6.22
Dept. of Fisheries and Game 38.751,729.80
George T. Parker .10Public Library: Memorial Purposes 50.00
67.00 Old Age Assistance Taxes 1,119.00Librarian
3,821.87Assistants 45.00
Janitor 179.50 Trust Funds:
Books and Periodicals 166.30
Russell Public School Fund::KTrucking and Moving 38.38 ,
Books and Magazines 569.37-kPetty Cash 15.00 '1 Filing Cabinet 175.0048.75 ;, Indexing
" ' Globes 50.74Index Cards 12.00 \ ,
Sanitary::' Chemicals andFuel and Lights 86.81 Supplies 37.94Miscellaneous 16.72
833.05Furniture 2.00
Repairs 7.60 .~ Russell Protestant Poor Fund:
Insurance 30.00 :1 Fuel 47.64Water 16.80 • Groceries 56.00!:Printing and Stationery 12.00 J Lights and Gas 16.95"-'"'--' 733.86'
:f
120.59
Park Department: .~ Russell Memorial Monument Fund:..'f;
Wages 141.55 ] Curbing 865.00. ;1 5.00








Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund:
Care of Lots 219.97































Anticipation of Revenue 107,572.71
Marie S. Howard School Loan 1,784.38
Burt Memorial School Loan 2,829.40
Sewer Loan 624.60
American Legion Post No. 265:
Rent
Acushnet Fire and Water District:












































R II Memorial Library Fund:usse


































































































Motor Vehicle Excise Revenue
Sewer Assessment Revenue 1929
Sewer Assessments Revenue
LIABILITIES
Acushnet Fire and Water Dist. Reserved:
Temporary Loans:
In Anticipation of Revenue
Surplus War Bonus











Levy of 1923 $11.50
Levy of 1924 1,187.41
Levy of 19?5 541.65
Levy of 1926 1,067.70
Levy of 1927 982.20
Levy of 1928 1,330.00
Levy of 1929 1,301.50
Levy of 1930 18,538.41
Levy of 1931 54,643.47 ,
40.00 \Old Age Assistance t~
Motor Vehicle Excise 82.75 l'"~$79,726.59 .;. ,;11
George T. Parker 482.57 [1;1
80.24 ""Sewer Assessments 1929
Sewer Assessments 1930 102.07 I~.
362.47 <>.Sewer Assessments 1931 ~\'
Sewer Assessments due 1933 1,032.31 !. :
Sewer Assessment Int. 1929 70.82 '1;
Sewer Assessment Int. 1930 147.76 "
Sewer Assessment Int. 1931 95.35
1,891.02
Acushnet Fire and Water Dist. Taxes:
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Balance Sheet-Continued Balance Sheet-Continued
Levy of 1926 66.82
Levy of 1927 55.11 Apportioned Sewer Assessments 1932 139.60
Levy of 1928 239.76 Apportioned Sewer Assessments
Levy of 1929 312.13
1933 139.56
Levy of 1930 1,151.08
Tax Title Revenue 11,874.13





Levy of 1921 $51.72 E. & O. Surplus Revenue
Levy of 1922 37.88
23,913.78
Levy of 1923 259.40
Old Age Assistance Revenue 12.00
Levy of 1924 602.04
Levy of 1925 1,068.87 ",
Levy of 1926 1,116.85 ;
Levy of 1927 .1,525.16
Levy of 1928 1,727.96
Levy of 1929 2,306.35
Levy of 1930 1,968.98
Levy of 1931 1,208.92
11,874.13
District Tax Titles: fl.
Levy of 1923 41.50
Levy of 1924 113.36 1;
Levy of 1925 157.46 ~
Levy of 1926 118.90
-,;
. Levy of 1927 197.83 ~
Levy of 1928 68.76 '~,~•.






Levy of 1926 6.00
,;': _ .• c_ .•.• ,~


































Balance per Bank Statement
Less outstanding. checks
Trust Funds-Cash and Securities:
In Custody of Town Treasurer $44,923.41
Russell Fund for Care of Town
Hall and Library
Russell Public School Fund
R. N. Swift Board of Health
Fund
Russell Protestant Poor Fund
Henry H. Rogers. Gift Fund
Allen and Rhoda R. Russell Li-
brary Fund
Russell Memorial Library Main-
tenance Fund
Russell Memorial Library' Fund
Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund
Cemetery Additional Fund
Cemetery Special C.are Fund
$23,798.00 $23,798.00
TRUST FUND ACCOUNTS
RECONCILIATION OF CASH,.DECEMBER 31, 1931
DEBT
Net Funded or Fixed Debt: $23,798.00
Marie S. Howard School Loan
Burt Memorial School Loan
APPROPRIATIONS OF 1931
Transferred




$ 45.00 $ 45.00
















Clerk.in Collector's Office 416.00
416.00 416.00























7 mm-' _-~_-.. -~---~_--_?
Appropriations
Transferred
























Board of Health Salaries








Lights on Lawson Ave.
'Charities and Soldiers Relief:
Public Welfare









Allen E. Weeks was again renominated for Inspec-
tor of Slaughtering and following his appointment was
duly sworn into office.
Comparatively few contagious diseases have re-
quired quarantine.
Chairman, Joel P. Bradford, M. D.
Secretary and Agent, Fred E. Wellington.
Inspector of Licenses, C. N. Kirby,
which organization has continued during the year.
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH
In harmony with the prevailing effort for the strict-
est economy the Board has suspended the Dental Clinic
and all other unnecessary activities thereby reducing its
budget all possible, but in spite of this the appropria-
tion was overrun a little over five hundred dollars. This
was due to an increased attendance at the Bristol County
Tuberculosis Clinic. However, over one-third of our ap.
propriation comes back to the Town in subsidies from
the State and rebates from other towns.
The Board begs to submit the following report for
the year ending December 31, 1931:
Immediately following the election the Board met
and, after its new member, C. N. Kirby, was duly sworn
into office, the following organization was perfected:
























































The following is the list of cases reported:
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The collection of garbage has been done very satis-
factorily by Joseph Martin of Wing Road and we ex-
pect the same arrangement to continue.
On account of removal from town,. Mr. C. N. Kirby
offered his resignation to the Board at its last meeting
and it was accepted with regrets by the remaining mem-




































Mason W. Burt School



































Charles H. Holmes, 108 Pleasant Street
Tel. Clifford 1441-5
Office telephone, Clifford 7685
Officehours: 8.30 to 9.30, School Days
Saturdays, 10 to 12 A. M.
MEMBER
SCHOOL DIRECTORY, JANUARY, 1931
Margaret Heap, R. N.







To the School Committee of Acushnet:
Mrs. Burt and Gentlemen:
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
The report of the superintendent of schools for the
year ending December 31, 1931, is hereby submitted.
In presenting the budget to the taxpayers this year,
I am going to divide it in two parts-in-town cost of
schools and out of town school expense.
The out of town school expense includes tuition and
transportation to the New Bedford High School, the New
Bedford Vocational School and to the Bristol County Ag-
ricultural School. Over this budget the School Com-
mittee has no control. The expenses are set by the state
and by the city where these schools are located.
The School Committee, realizing the need for the
most rigid economy, has pared the in-town budget by
the least possible figure commensurate with keeping the
. schools up to the required standard of school work nec-
essary to fit the pupils for their preparatory school
Courses. There is not a cent of extra expense attached
to the social or club work. This is all done by the prin-
c1pals and teachers in addition to their regular school
duties.
. When making the 1931 budget the Committee found
1t possible to close one room at the Marie S. Howard
School and it was thought this would allow them to dis-
pense with one teacher. However, at the beginning of
school in September, the overcrowded conditions at
~arting Ways School made this impossible as the num-





































Superintendent's salary, traveling expense,





The following is a statement of school expense in











These figures are based on the average daily attend-
ance.
Amount appropriated for Vocational and
Segreganset Schools, tuition and transpor-
tation $14,131.00
Reimbursement from the State 4,265.92
Total cost to the town 9 865, .08
Appriximate net cost per pupil per year 159.03
Approximate net cost per pupil per day .80
This year, in March, on account of increased enroll-
ment, the town should receive from the State for Voca-
tional Schools, $7,065.50.
These figures are approximate and are based on the
average daily attendance for the school year.
The expense of pupils in the New Bedford High
School is paid out of the regular annual school budget
that of the Vocational and Segreganset Schools out of ;~
specIal appropriation for that purpose.
I do not feel that the school report would be com-
plete without adding, for the parents a few words on
the daily classroom work. '
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The cost of the in-town schools figured on a per



























$11,840.07High School tuition and transportation
Per pupil cost of students in High School,
per year
At a per pupil cost per day we have
Total amount raised for school purposes
other than Vocational Training
Unexpended balance
Reimbursement by the state for the services
of acceptably trained teachers
Deduction of High School Expense
Net cost of schools within the town
Per pupil cost per year
There is a prevailing notion in the minds of some
that many teachers are out of work, and might be en-
gaged at a slightly lower salary than is now being paid
to teachers in service. On investigation it has been
found that many of the teachers who remain unem-
ployed have not received the highest ratings in their
training schools and have had only indifferent success
in the positions held since their graduation.
Commencing with September the teachers were
given a flat cut of $75.00, this being one of the first com-
munities in the Commonwealth to lower teachers' salar-
ies. The teachers accepted the cut with a cooperative
spirit and have continued to give as freely as before of
their time and money to school, social and welfare work.
perative to add a teacher in this building. Over half of
the pupils in town are enrolled at Parting Ways School.
The other schools have their normal registrations.
---- $ 3,000.00

























Gas, oil, garage rent tires






Departmentalized classroom procedure has reached
a very satisfactory stage in the public schools of the
Town of Acushnet. This system allows a teacher to
specialize on one major subject to which she is best
adapted. Where classes do not change between periods,
the unit plan is helpful to the teacher at the same time
increasing the opportunity for child advancement in
learning. The unit idea of teaching is an exponent of
modern progressive education. This plan allows for in-
dividual differences and provides average work for every
pupil in the classroom. The unit system in itself is far
superior to other plans of days gone by.
In a truly departmentalized school system the pupils
have different rooms for each major subject. Here in
each respective room the teacher of a particular subject
surrounds herself with supplementary materials which
tend to round out the general knowledge of the child in
that particular subject. Experience with this type of
classroom procedure, by some of the leading educators
of the country, has proven conclusively that it is of great
value. We want our schools to be progressive. From
year to year we include new ideas in our school system
and thus improve the general character of our elemen-
tary education.
The School Board, at this time, extend their thanks
to the Trust Fund Commissioners for sup'plying a com-
plete set of geography maps, a complete set of historical
maps, a set of the World Book Encyclopedias, a set of thc
Book of Knowledge, and ennumerable reference books on
geography, history and science for each building in the
town. Also for furnishing geography and history text
books, making it possible for us to ask several hundred





REPORT OF THE ATTENDANCE OFFICER
Mr. Charles H. Holmes,
Superintendent of Schools,
Acushnet, Massachusetts.
My Dear Mr. Holmes:
I hereby present my second annual report as attend-
ance officer of the schools of Acushnet.
I have investigated twenty-four cases of school ab-









REPORT OF THE SCHOOL PHYSICIAN
Mr. Charles H. Holmes,
Superintendent of Schools,
Acushnet, Massachusetts.
Mr. Dear Mr. Holmes:
The closing of the year 1931 terminates, probably,
one of the most trying years in the experience of a med.
o ical supervisor in the Acushnet Schools-depression, botlj
actual and imaginary, coupled with the strictest econ-
omy, have interferred, somewhat, with our plans and
work for the year.
Let us look at the brighter side,-for the first time
we have in our primary grades an appreciable numbei.'
of children having passed through the baby clinics and
pre-school work with results beyond our fondest antici.
pation. During the medical inspection of the schools
these children could readily be picked out without refer-
ence to their records. Realizing that the Superintend.
ent of Schools and Mrs. Holmes have been such a factor
in instituting and continuing these clinics, both by their
active efforts and untiring interest, it is only just that
your department should benefit by the result; and we
feel sure that a constinuation of these activities will be
a great benefit to the schools.
We have added, this year, a few talks on physiology
by which we hope to interest the older pupils in both
better habits of life and postural, also personal hygiene
habits. We regret that finances have hot permitted con-
tinuation 'of dental work as the results are already be-
coming evident in glandular and digestive systems and
'.
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My Dear Mr. Holmes:

















Another year has past and gone into history, also
the work done by the nurse and all those cooperating
with her in school health work; but the fruits of that
labor will be reaped in the years to come by our school
children in the form of better health, greater happiness,
and brighter mentality.
The largest undertaking in the work is the examin-
ing, with the school physician, of about 900 school chil-
dren in our community, this work being done semi-an-
nually. The result of this examination in the five
schools are as follows:










we hope that if town finances will not permit, some other
source of finances may be discovered.
The results of labor and financial conditions have
shown in a lowered resistance and under nourishmen;;
which we feel must be overcome by milk or some othe,'
food being made available to the weak and undernour-
ished children. Unless some solution to this problem is
reached we know that a later penalty will be exacted in
invasion of tuberculosis, rickets, or other nutritional dis-
orders.
In concluding, I would say that our work as yet has
not shown marked retrograde results and we hope sin-
cerely that this period of depression may soon end and
our normal work may be again progressive.
There were sixty children with no defects, about
seven per cent of the total school population.
Considering the large number of defects in teeth it
is unfortunate that the dental clinic could not have con-
tinued,
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Equally important is the Tuberculosis Clinic con-
ducted annually by the State Public Health workers with
the assistance of the nurse. This work has been going
on for several years. Each year different pupils are ex-
amined, X-Rayed, and given the tuberclin test and all
who have previously been treated are re-examined. The
"follow up" work on all these cases goes on indefinitely
by the nurse.
Doctors from the State Department of Mental Hy-
giene held their annual clinic the first of the year. Pu-
pils reported to be retarded in their studies are examined
at the clinic and if they are found unable to do regular
school room work are placed in a special class in which
the work and studies appropriate to their condition are
conducted. Considerable preliminary work, by the
nurse, is necessary in investigating the environment and
obtaining a complete history of each child at school and
at home. These records and the assistance of the nurse
at the clinic are essential and a valuable aid to the doc-
tors in their examinations.
In addition to these various undertakings, and th~
"follow up" work of each, about one hundred twenty-five
visits were made to the schools during the year, on re..
quest, mostly, of the superintendent, principals and
teachers for minor ailments of the children and for first
aid work.
Two school children were chosen by the nurse and
sent to the Bristol County Anti-tuberculosis summer
camp, at Attleboro.
In December about twenty-seven children of the
lower grades were rounded up and. provided with stock-
ings and new shoes, also from a donation of a local or-
ganization a like number was helped in the same man-
ner. About the same time the teachers and pupils of
one school donated clothIng, food, and money for 011~
family, chosen by the school nurse.
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In closing I extend my thanks to the superintendent,
teachers, physician, parents, and all others, who have
cooperated with me directly or indirectly in this noble
and worthy cause of child welfaJ;e.
Very respectfully yours,






At the Marie S. Howard School, was given by a se-
lective chorus from the upper grades, a patriotic two
part Cantata, "The Spirit of '76, by Ira B. Wilson.
1. Prelude.
2. Going East by Sailing West.
3. Columbus Sails.
4. America.
a stronger desire to learn more of music which is indeed
gratifying to me as your Supervisor. As I visit the dif-
ferent rooms of our schools, I cannot help being im-
pressed with the pupils of even the first grade in their
rote singing; of the boys and girls in the following grade
as they begin with their first steps in music reading and,
so on up through the various grades, to watch how a boy,
who, perhaps, has never, up to this point, given much
attention to music, will suddenly turn to it and tell, in
many cases, how much he now enjoys it.
May I call to your attention the fine programmes
given in the various schools at the last Commencements.
At the Long Plain School was given "Washington's
Birthday", an operetta in two acts, by Lina Loring. Plot
of the play is as follows:
The "Cherry Tree" incident is of course included.
The story is made up of what occurs in a late afternoon
after school and the following morning on the way to
school. The scene is out-of-doors, in the garden of
Washington's home.
REPORT OF THE SUPERVISOR OF MUSIC
Mr. Charles H. Holmes,
Superintendent of Schools,
Acushnet, Massachusetts.
Mr. Dear Mr. Holmes:
Music has been one of the latest Arts to reach ma-
turity. So wonderful has been its achievements that,
judging from analogy, it is hardly to be expected th~t
the triumphs of Palestrma and Bach m church mUSIC,
Bethoven in the Symphony, Handel in the Oratorio,
Chopin in piano music, Mozart and Wagner in the Opera,
and Schubert in the Song can be indefinitely repeated.
Those who look for a check in the progress of music
must easily console themselves by thought that there is
no sign of abatement in the spread of its beneficent in-
fluence.
An epoch of fuller knowledge and appreciation on
the part of both musicians and the public seem plainly
at hand. There can be no question that the sum of mu-
sical intelligence is vastly greater the world over than
it was fifty years ago. The constant revision and refine-
ment of method in music as in all education is an end-
less process. Performers, irectors and teachers find
every day more encouragement for solid work.
To our Superintendent, Principals and efficient corps
of teachers, I am greatly indebted for the splendid work
all are accomplishing in music in our schools. At the
close of each succeeding year I cannot help feeling very
much elated over our accomplishments. All through the




























































Chairman of Board of Select-
men
For the other two members,
$180.00 each




Chairman and Clerk of Assessors
For other two members, $270.00
each
Town Clerk
Chairman of Board of Health








Sealer of Weights and ~easures
Board of Health expenses
Nurse
Bristol C 0 u n ty Tuberculosis
.. Hospital
Sewer Pumping Charges
And the recommendations of the Finance Commit-






The Parting Ways graduation class gave "Jerry of
Jericho Road," a musical comedy in two acts by Palmes
John Clark.
Characters in order of appearance:
Uncle Pete, an old time Westerner Lester ~elzer
Alan O'Day, young owner of Feudal Rock
Branch ~aurice Bertrand
Geraldine Bank, known as Jerry. Adelia Glica
John Drayton, Alan's cousin Norman. ~elancon
~immi, a flapper Honora ~cDonald
Dora, ~immi's cousin ~artha Fletcher
Cornelius Bean, from Boston Adelbert Toussaint
Amos Bank, an Easterner Stanley Baron
Lettice Bank, his wife Evelyn LaFleur
Sandu Bank, their daughter Anna Belanger




5. The Coming of the Pilgrims.
6. 'The Uprising of the Indians.
7. The Peace Pipe.
8. The First Thanksgiving.
9. Time of Peace and Plenty.
10. Unjust Taxation.
11. The Ride of Paul Revere.
12. War.
13. The Declaration of Independence.




















Bighways 8,000.00 8,000.00 ~i'~!
Street Lights 3,600.00 3,710.00 4 .
Removal of Snow 400.00 200.00 i~
Public Welfare 22,000.00 15,000.00 :]
Soldiers' and Sailors' Relief 1,900.00 1,700.00 J
Park 200.00 100.00
Memorial Purposes 50.00 50.00
American Legion 300.00
Town Band 100.00 ~'
Reserve Fund 1,000.00 1,000.00 i!
Schools 57,355.00 54,300.00 iSchool Bus 2,500.00
Clerk in Collector's Office 416.00 416.00
Lights on Lawson Ave. and
Rivet Street 100.00 ;
Bureau of Old Age Assistance 900.00
Vocational Schools 14,131.28 13,359.41 ~
Free Public Library 250.00 25.00. 1
Notes and Interest 9,000.00 8,500.00






















TAX LIST Personal Estate Total
IIAllain, Henry229 Main St., Acushnet 90.32
Allemao, Manuel et al 90.32
11A 34 Lague St., Acushnet .49 29.19 2968Allen, Harold R. et al
Taunton, Mass. 9.75 HReal Allen, George B. 9.75 ,::'I
Personal Estate Total North Rochester, Mass. ii9.26 9.26 "
Acushnet Co-operative Bank -Allen, Ernest A. I
New Bedford 171.21 171.21 1236 Main St., Acushnet 5.66 .~H
Acushnet Drug Co. Allen, George J.
5.66 l!




Acushnet Grange Allison, Robert
::~
I'
Acushnet 157.46 157.46 106 Main St., Acushnet 110.44 :rIr.
Acushnet Garden Almeida, Felieidale
110.44
99 Main St., Acushnet 12 Dayton St., Acushnet
"
126.59 126.59 43.26 4326 ~t
Acushnet Process Co. Almeida, ]esuimo
,
4 Slocum St., Act;lshnet . 2561.00 3303.73 5864.73 David Levasseur, Fairhaven
<~>h
80.28 111
Acushnet .Saw ~Iills 'Co. Almeida, Francisco .A. 8028
,_f
;,/~
Mill Road, Acushnet: 1268.18 2827.15 4095.33 2.34
;( :
Adams, Lambert Almeida, John (Town T. T.)
234 ;'





248 1hin St., Acushnet . 199.16 199.16 120 Conduit St., Acushnet .65 tAlberski, Wladyslaw Althens, Mabel S. .65 :_jet al ;-'(1'
109 John St., Acushnet 98.83 98.83 Boston Road 3.09
i:;;:i
Albertini, Eliseo Alves, Manuel
3.09 ~fl
17 Roosevelt St., Acushnet 155.16 155.16 57 Brigham St, New Bedford
j
.33
Alden, George Alves, Maria et al
.33
52 Walnut St., New Bedford 6.50 6.50 487 Belleville Ave., New Bedford 6.18
Alexander, Manuel ,~ Alves, Virginia Ponto et ux
6.18
175 Brook St., New Bedford .62 .62 j 1.56
Alexander, Ernest Amaral, Augustino
156
68 Slocum St., Acushnet 86.45 8645 184 II/fiddle Road, Acushnet 2.60 191.46
Alezasz, John Amaral, Marion
19406
171 Middle~>Road, Acushnet 2.76 2.76 397 Middle Road,'Acushnet .07 41.83
Allain, Eliza Ames, Howard W.
4190
45 Tallman St., New Bedford 108.06 108.06 New Bedford 30.62
Allain, Michel Anderton, John J et al
30.62














Personal Estate TolalAndrade, Mary E.
J,'
Ashley, Percival L.3.09 3.09
B: 59 Main St., Acushnet
95.23 9!.23
Andrew, Mary
6.18 6.18 ! Ashley, JethroAcushnet Ave., New Bedford ,
808 :Main St., Acushnet 3.09 J09
]Animal Rescue League
3250 3250 Ashley, Charles S. Tr388 Middle Road, Acushnet
6.18 618
Anthony, Emilienne R.
21.61 21.61 Ashley, William C24 1Iaple View Ter., N. J3.
1443 Main St., Acushnet 30.23 135.85 166~
Aires, Antone et ux
52.49 52.49 Ashley, Hannah H.
164,,5
New Bedford
1461 :Main St., Acushnet 164.55
Antone, Jos.
2.28 2.28 Ashley, Susan B.
16)5
18 Jean St., Acushnet
Clifford, Mass. 16.25
Antoniwicz, Veronica
1856 18.56 Ashley, Jennie145 Branscomb St., New Bedford
808 :Main St., Acushnet .81 111.15 111\6
Antoniwicz, Veronica
9.26 9.26 Ashley, Aliena1141 Joyce St., New Bedford
368 Summer St., New Bedford .62 ./i!Arbogast, John L.
.59 49.43 . 50.02 Ashley, Damon
)3
:Middle Road, Acushnet
164 North St., New Bedford .33Arenburg, Abraham
3.09 3.09 Ashworth, Walter
9263
1httapoisett
82 Main St., Acushnet 9263
Arendt, Frank
135.88 135.88 Aspden, Leonard60 Pembroke Ave., Acushnet
955 MiddJe Road, Acushnet 2.76 85.70 8846
Arendt, Walter
New Bedford 6.18 6.18 Astley, William
92.63
274 Cedar Grove St
29 Jean St., Acushnet 92.63
Armstrong, Arthur
81.84 81.84 Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.11 Pembroke Ave., Acushnet
208 Olneyville Sta., Rhode Island 1.46 1.46
Arsenault, Madeline




86.45 86.45 Aubertin, Joseph F.8 Boylston St., Acushnet
% 11t. PJeasant St., New Bedford 91.10 9UO
Arsenault, Adeline
.62 .62 Aubertin, Joseph F.10 Bay St., New Bedford
% Mt. Pleasant St., New Bedford 27.79 27.79
Anderson, Arthur




86.45 92.46 Auger, Asa225 Nye's Lane,''''-Acushnet 6.01
89 Mt. Pleasant St., New Bedford 6640 66.40Ashley, Karl J.
3.09 3.09 Avery, JohnFreetown, Mass.
128 John St., Acushnet
7488 74.113
Ashley, Lizzietta E.











194 Main St, Acushnet 6.11 33296 339.07 887 Caftc St., New Bedford 8.52 8.52 . 'j ,
Andrade, :Manuel
Barreto, Antonio Freitas et al
II309 309 1853 18.53 "Aubertin, Edwardina (Town T. T.) Barriere, Rose ~12.38 12.38 207 Smith St., Leominster, ~I'Iass. 38.61 38.61 'IBarron, lvIanuel A.
llf"'
B
9.43 .9.43 )IIBarros, Manuel S. De ItIBabineau, Margaret 45 Progressive Ave., Bridgewater
3.09 IiI3.09 "II
397 County St, New Bedford 85.70 85.70 Barros, A.
'i~
Babala, John
19 Nash Road", New Bedford .98 .98 I!.396 l\,fain St, Acushnet 7.80 138.64 146.44 Barry, Richardnabola, Jos~ph Rogerson Ave., Acushnet 84.18 84.18 fiji59 Anthony St, Acushnet 80.28 80.28 Bartlette, ] cnnie B.
iM.<Rr
Backman, Emma
109 Middle Road, Acushnet 290.26 29026 ;~




864 Middle Road, Acushnet 58.66 58.66 ,il
1672 Purchase St., New Bedford 3.71 3.71 Bandi, Louis E.
I'
Baillargeon, Walter et al
.~~,109.62 109.62 .,:I'J!j~






165 Branscomb St., New Bedford 4.94 4.94 Beals, Leola F.
~"> f l
Baker, Stanley G.
99 So. Main St., Acushnet 114.24 11424 I:'
6.18 6.18 Beals, Charles E. et al
..j' ,'~~
Balker, Carl A.
107 So. :Main St., Acushnet .03 270.18 270.21 ~,~''1'!r;"i
Providence, R L .62 .62 Bear, John G
f::'~::.
Banat, Joseph
261 Nash Road, New Bedford .94 .94





146 Hathaway St., Acushnet 2.76 92.63 95.39
!,li'
~Jew B'edford 3.25 3.25 Beaudoin, Parmine
H'!
Bargiel, Frank
281 Davis St., New Bedford 3.09 3.09 I ."
Ratch St., Acushnet 2.88 6874 71.02 Beaudoin, Catherine' , +t
16
, flBarbieri, Louis 859 South Water St, New Bedford 1083 10.83 .. ,'~:~lvlorse's Lane, Acushnet .98 llS.18 116.16 Beaudoin, Louis
{f'
Barlow,- Mannie ,
3 Tweed St., Pawtucket, R. L 4.94 494 ,~
,
1191 13.91 {; Beanland, Ruth EllenBaron, Jane
12.35 ~l~" 12.35 ',i~
245 Belleville Ave., New Bedford .33 .33 , Beaulieu, ToussaintBarron, Aslow '}
203 So. Main St., Acushnet 108.09 108.09
'j;147 Lawson Ave., Acushnet 228 108.06 110.34 '1









Personal Estate Total Personal Estate Total
Bernard, Roland ].Beaulieu, Victor
66.40 66.40 Brock Ave., New Bedford 112.42 112.42565 1-Iain St., Acushnet
Bernier, DamasBeaulieu, Napoleon
.33 385.94 386.27 Nestle Lane, Acushnet 1.46 49.40 50.86247 whirr St., Acushnet
Bessey, AllenBeaulieu, Napoleon et al
109.63 109.63 12.35 12.35247 Main St., Acushnet
Bertrand, HormidasEeis, Veisel
91.18 91.18 52 Hope St., Acushnet 17.00 17.0048 Jean St., Acushnet
Bertrand,. EugenicBeloin, Raphael et ux
83.36 83.36 52 Hope St., Acushnet 101.14 101.1464 Slocum St., Acushnet
Bessette, Jean B.Bell, Jane
104.98 104.98 15 Hanson St., New Bedford 618 6181164 Main St., .Acushnet
Bettencourt, JoseBellandy, John A.
. 6.18 618 274 Main St., Acushnet 5.36 67.93 73.29Hillsborough, N. H
Bettencourt, JakieBelli, Henry
4.65 4.65 60 Slocum St., Acushnet 77.19 77.19New Bedford
Bigos, Wojciecks et \.lxBelliveau, Edward
92.63 92.63 144 :Main St., Acushnet .3.09 118.79 121.88225 },1ain St., Acushnet
Bissonnette, MelinaBenjamin, Leon
77.19 77.19 9.26 9.2()19 Berard' St., Acushnet
Bisson, Albert ABennett, Alfred S.
305.60 305.60 Fall River 97cS )j-Providence, R. 1.
,Black, ThomasBennett, Charles D.
3.74 163.80 167.54 6.18 618. 788 Main. St.
Blackburn, Lillian
Benoit, Charles
78:75 78.75 New York 33.05 33.0592 Main St. Blackburn, Frances E.Berard, Moise Est.
34876 34876 80 Lambert St. 26.26 2626. 112 Main St. Bladis, Thomas
Berches, Jules
New Bedford' 90.38 90.38 6.18 6.18333 Ashley Blvd., Blain, :Modest
Berger, Mary. N.
12.35 12.35 13 Wilbur Ave., Acushnet 126.62 126.62
Blain, Jean B.
Bergeron, Clifford
52.52 52.52 18 :\Tyrtle ave., Acushnet 40.30 40.30Mattapoisett Blain, Dalman .. i"
Bergeron, Arthur
10270 102.70 ~ 20 ),1yrtle Ave., Acushnet 339(; .1," r,'"201 So. Main St., Acushnet Blain, Amedee
Bergeron, Zephirin
100.33 100.33 24 \>\finsor St., New Bedford 13.91 13.9112 Boylston St., Acushnet Blain, Eloise
Bergeron, -Edw,,:rd





188 Earl St., New Bedford
Bonneville, Henry].
5 Cushman St., Acushnet
Bonneville, Henry
138 So. l."laio St., Acushnet
Bonneville, Amanda
138-So. Main St., Acushnet
Bonneville, Wilfrid P.
138 So. Main St., Acushnet
Bonneville, Alfred A.





298 Cpggeshall St., New Bedford
Borden, Jeremiah E.
1167 Maih St., Acushnet 48.75
Borden, Frank L.
R. F. D. No.1, New Bedfocd 12.51
Borges, Manuel
Cor. Randall and Bessey St., Acushnet .16
Barkers, lvlinnie
149 Elm St., New Bedford
Borowski, Emilia
62 So. Main St., Acushnet
Borowski, Louis
62 So. -Main St., Acushnet
Borroza, Joseph
30 Clifford St., - Acushnet
Bostnell, Emma
8 So. Ash St., New Bedford
B~Hhel0,; Christiano
160 Cliflocd St., New Bedfocd
Bottomley, William
240 Eugenia St., New Bedford
Bouchard,' William
























Personal Estate TotalPersonal Estate Total
IIBoylc, Esther G"Boucher, Pierre 108.77 73 Brigham St., New Bedford .33 .33 I,9 Bardsley St., Acushnet .68 108.09 Boyer, Henry
illBoucher, Pierre Box 28, Hartfield, Mass. .62 .62 ,II9 Bardsley St., Acushnet 74.88 74.88 Bradford, Eliza B. et alBoucher, Pierre 133 So. Main St., Acushnet 4.39 469.30 473.69
:1
9 Bardsley St., Acushnet 151.32 151.32
Bradford, Eliza B.Boucher, Leo
6.18 133 So. 1-Iain St., Acushnet 114.56 114.56 r!9 Bardsley St., Acushnet 6.18 Brazil, John A. I':Boucher, Albert 1.56 1.56 ,9 Bardsley St., Acushnet 1853 18.53 Brahim, Muhuren HBoucher, Joseph
254 Cedar Grove St., New Bedford 1.56 1.56 H309 3.09 Braley, Walton E. rBoucher, Philomene Tr. 1510 :Maih St., Acushnet 11.70 155.03 166.73 ;1'18.53 18.53 Braley, Walton E. et al .1;~Bouley, Ovila 1510 Main St., Acushnet 9.75 9.75 tdiIS Nyc Ave., Acushnet 93.41 93.41 Braley, Walton E. excu.
~,
Bouiey, Joseph
1510 Main St., Acushnet 80.31 80.31 '.f_54.54 54.54 ,~_.116 James St., Acushnet Branconnier, Joseph IfBouley, Francis 9.26 926 L71.04 71.04
~,:"
15 Hir~m St, Acushnet
Brasseur, Ernest et ux fBourassa, Adele et ux 34 Bardsley St., Acushnet 86.45 86.45 \',40 Coulombe St, Acushnet 39.39 39.39 Braun, Leon "ii';';,Bourgeois, Donat et ux
22 Locust St., New Bedford 18.53 18.53 ".78 .78 Brawley, Annie G. et al :,:Bourgeois, William 215 Maxfield St., New Bedford 260.00 260.0041 Slocum St., Acushnet 155.94 155.94 Breault, Sylvest :.i;,..-,-Bourgeois, Zelica 113 Main St., Acushnet 1625 1625
..•~6.18 6.18 Breault, AldeiBourgeois, Leonie
Swonters, VI., R F. D. 7.74 7.74 ~--,1.,153 So. Main St, Acushnet 11271 112.71 Breton, Xavier
,.Bourgeois, Nert~e H. Clark St, New Bedford 1.63 1.63 . :l'166 So. Main St, Acushnet 23.89 23.89 Brienzo, Donato
I'Bourgeois, Albert
5 Homestead Ave., Acushnet 95.71 95.71 ~50 Slocum St., Acushnet 88.01 88.01 Driggs, Benjamir;t ':-1~~Bourque, Valerie 324' Mendall Road, Acushnet 26.26 2626 :I14 Myetto Ave., Acushnet 98.80 98.80 Briggs, William
iBourque, Eugenie
15.47 15.47 ,i54 Prouteau St., Acushnet 83.36 8336 Bringnam, Gladys ,.,Bowden, Joseph F.
\Vaterbury, Conn. 9.75 9.75











RealPersonal Estate Total Personal Estate Total
ilBurke, Sarah C. ,Bristol County Mortgage Co. Main St .. Acushnet 52.00 5200 ,488 Pleasant St., New Bedford 120.41 120.41 27 IIBurrow, Agnes A. j;Joseph et al d. iBrochu, 24.70 24.70 I 596 Hathaway St., New Bedford 4.65 4.65 if102 Hudson St., New Bedford Burt, Earle C.
ii'
Brook, Abraham
365 lvIiddlc Road, Acushnet 105m 105m
Acushnet Ave.) New Bedford 6.18 6.18
i~1Burt, Helen R. Est. 'IBrotherson, Lester H. .62 .62 361 Middle Road, Acushnet 146,84 146.84
llil
60 Pierce St.. New Bedford
1 Burt, Joseph A.Brown, Della M, .33 .33 95 Linden St., New Bedford 611.00 611.00 /",7 Fort St., Fairhaven ,f.Butch, Ephrem 'I-.,.Brown, Alice N. .33 .33
6.18 6.18 1"1~v'f"}
Brown, Rebecca
;~:.33 .33 C prJBedford 1lr'
197 County St.. New
!,'Ii
Brown, Antone
5.85 171.38 177.23 Cabana, Joseph1298 Main St.. Acushnet
52 Allen St.. Acushnet 28.57 28.57 ";,J.:)J.t
Brown, Ruth E.
3.09 3.09 Cabral, Seraphin
f'll-t
Fall River, Mass.
20 Bernard St .. A~ushnet 68.71 68.71 jlf. ,,:~Brown, John C. Cabral, }oao Borges :.(. 21.61 21.61
Ie;,;'
20 Anthony St" Acushnet 100.36 100.36Eryda, ,Frank




12.35 12.35 Cabral, Louis Tr. ~tJf.169 Hathaway St New Bedford 63 Independent St., New Bedford 7.74 7.74 ll!Buckley, Charles E. 4.65 Cadieux, Philomene 1 ;j,4.65
'[
24 Jenney Lind St .. New Bedford
112 John St.. Acushnet 79.53 79.53 1
Buckley, John J.
61.75 87.75 Cardin, Napoleon




139.42 Cardinal, Frank ',1:Morse's Lane, Acushnet 30.58 108.84 Tiverton, R. I. 21.61 21.61 ;fBumpus, Roland 103.25 Cardoza, Manuel t._ ~l,.~St., Acushnet 5.20 98.05 36 Leboeuf St.. Acushnet 84.14 84.14
"t
480 Main
. ,'iBumpus, Susan Est. 108.06
Caron, Sylvia
'::~649 Main St., Acushnet 108.06 372 1-liddle Road, Acushnet 74.10 74.10 ~ lFred C. ,- ~- Caron, Wilfrid' ,.
;IJi
Burgess,
47.10Girard St., Acu~hnet 47.10 278 Phillips Ave., New Bedford 13.00 13.00.
if
Burke, Matthew]. et al Carpenter, Frank ,If4.23 209.24 213.47 745 County :~r27 Main St.. Acushnet St.. New Bedford 15.47 15.47. Correan,"] oseph
". >~I
B.urke, Matthew J.






Real 1 IReal "
Personal Estate Total r Personal Estate Total iICarroll, Richard Jr. Champigny, Joseph68 County St., New Bedford .33 .33 .1i 292.14 292.14 111 -'-jCarvalho, Anthony Chan donais, Alfred !4u ll: ighton Ave., Passaic, N. J 15.44 15.44 I 12 Eugenia St., New Bedford 7.74 7].1, II•.....as'-'y, .\la. y ,. Charest, Alfred,--_.'L. ~L \/L.a",c, 'y\/t:Slpo~.t, Mass. 65.62 65.62 .~ 11 Russell St., New Bedford 21.61 I• 21.61
:"'-as"a",ant, eha: les f Chartier, Caroline ',II 'floj Ht-.ks ~t., l\eW Bedford 9.26 9.26 New Bedford 9.26 9.26 I
Cassalant, Aldea '! Chase, "Minnie A. III .'.1'1217 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford .62 .62 474 Middle Road, Acushnet 11.21 97.31 108.52 "fCastellO, Kate Est. 1 Chase, Rufus B. "'iII.j62 Union St., New Bedford 30.88 30.88 : Los Angeles, Cal. 128.15 128.15 11;1Cas\vell, Howard
l
Chase, Augustus ,t{i:
66 Ailen St., Acushnet 39.39 39.3" I 50 Truro St., New Bedford 32.50 32.50 f:n~Catindo, 11anuel M. Chase, Arthur G.
6.50 6.50 I Quaker Lane, Acushnet 38.61 38.61 ; "\1
Catteral, Elizabeth I Chase, Victor C. ;',;::
11l lZodney SI., New Bedfmd 6.50 6.50 1 26 Middle' Road, Acushnet 94.19 94.19,
Cawley, :Mary el al Chase, Henry W.
72 Orchard St., New Bedford 92.63 92.63 553 Main St., Acushnet 84.96 84.96
Caxeiro, Joseph C. Chase, Mary
I~O Bl adiord Ave., Acushnet .33 40.14 40.47 64 South Main St., Acusnnet 92.66 9266 , ;:)iCay a, Edward Chausse, Louisiana10.04 10.0~ 262 Bates St., New Bedford .33 .33
Cayton, lvIarguerite I Chenard, Solomon
•~i
~~'I 'i
6.18 6.18 728 Main St., Acushnet 1.63 1.63 ,I"~
Cejka, Peter Chcvean, Pierre ' ~'
15.44 15.44 249 Hamblin St., Acushnet 71.04 71.04 :1
Childs, Steven L. Jr. :Chace, Walter F.
~
,f
3422 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford 1.56 1.56 , .62 .62 IIChadwick, Ezra 1 Chausse, Aldege ) .1539 Main St., Acushnet 32.34 172.93 205.27 77 Bullard St., New Bedford 345.Dl 345.01 ' -d~,~;",
Chagnon, Jovita
1
Chlebus, Helen et al .,}1
Ingraham St., New Bedford 309 3.09 148 Butler St., New Bedford 24.70 24.70 .,;!~
Chamberlain, Thomas Choquette, iVlary ,f:ll
50 Rogersorl"-Ave., Acushnet 7027 7027 22 Wing St., Acushnet 94.19 94.19
iHIChamberlain, Charles E. Chroniah, Nicholas







Chwaleck, Michael Collins, Hellen A. Est.
62 Dean St., Ware, Mass. 9.26 9.26 19 Main St., Acushnet 15285 152.85Chwaleck, J can Collins, William E.
12 West St., Ware, Mass. 1391 13.91 1235 Main'St., Acushnet 104; 92.63 103.10Ciaper,' Michael Collins, Hugh J.
172 Nyc's Lane, Acushnet 4.55 86.48 91.03 56 Bullock St, New Bedford 6.18 6.18Cito, Antonio F. Conery, Avis
New Bedford .33 .33
.33 .33City of New Bedfo:d Cooray, Jack
New Bedford 195.00 195.00 284 Slocum Road, Dartmouth 21.32 21.32Clark, Eleonard Convent St. St. Catherine
New Bedford 94 .94 221 Main St., Acushnet 216.13 216.13Clark, Merton H. Converse, Norman A.
Wing Lane, Acushnet .33 .33 26 William St., New Bedford 80.28 80.28Clark, Thomas J. Conway, Isabella
New Bedford .33 .33
.62 .62Claudino, Chester Coon, Malvina
12.35 12.33 5 Russell St, Acushnet 81.84 81.84Cleary, Mary E. Coons, George
533 Main St., Acushnet 89.60 89.60 32 Jenney St., New Bedford .33 .33C1~aves, Maria Coons, Frederick
339 Conduit St., New Bedford 3.09 3.09 32 Jenney Sf., New Bedford .33 .33Cleaves, Joas Cordeira, Jose T.
339 Conduit. St., New Bedford 3.09 3.09 Box 150, Seekonk, Mass. 3.09 3.09Cleaves, Jose S. Cordeira, Anthony
339 Conduit St., New Bedford 3.09 3.09
.78 .78Clerc, Albert Corey, Julia A.
New Bedford 127.37 127.37 176 Elm St., South Dartmouth 75.66 75.66Clocher, Clarinda Corey, Mary R.
Jewett City, Conn. 6.18 6.18 86 Grant St., New Bedford .49 .49Cobb, George Est. Corey, Alfred N. B. et al
2265 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford 52.00 . 52.00 83 South Main St., Acushnet 404.46 404.46Cohen, C. et al
.33
Cormier, Edgar
.33 235 Main St., Acushnet 139.75 139.75 1Cole, Uriah S. Cormier, Odilon '.or'" __ ,~851 851 i
'>.,.
84 Perry St., Acushnet 23 Hope St., Acushnet 84.93 84.93 I!Collette, Ulric E. Cormier, Andrew1566 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford 46.31 46.31 13 South Main St., Acushnet 135.10 135.10Collins, Arthur E.
149.60
Cormier, Emma





Cornell, Elizabeth F. H. et al
North Dartmouth
Corno, Paul
92 .Middle Road, Acushnet
Carriera, Hermina
27 1forani St., James Pl., New Bedford
(arriera, Louise
65 Crapo St., New Bedford
Costa, 1hnuel
120 Conduit St., Acushnet .49
Costa, Tony
Costa, Armando
31 "Mitchell St., New Bedford
Costa, Antonio O.
23 Nyc St., New Bedford
Cos~a, Rozario D.
951 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
Cote, Theophile
179 South 1'1ain St., Acus?net
Cote, Paul
3 Spruce St., North Fairhaven
Cote, Virginie
Cote, J can B.
200 South Main St., Acushnet
Cote, Angelina Exec.
35 :Middle Road, Acushnet
.Cottam, Celina
St. Lawrence St., Acushnet
Cottle, Charles
357 l\{iddle Road, -Acushnet
Coulombe, Emilia




11 rvIain St., Acushnet
Coury, Joseph































31 Lussier St., Acushnet
Couture, :Mary
364 North Front St., New Bedford
Couture, Josephine
364 North Front St., New Bedford
Cowell, Lily et ux
Wing St., Acushnet
Cowley, James F.
9 Blain St., Acushnet
Crandon, Philip H.
1207 Main St., Acushnet 23.89
Crandon, Frank P.
1209 1tIain St., Acushnet
Cross, Ida
Cunha; Domingo
East of Conduit St., Acushnet
Cushman, Barker N.
87 Locust St., New Bedford
Cyr, Levi
324 Main St., Acushnet
Cyr, Philias
48 Slocum St., Acushnet
D
. Dabrowski, Joseph

















































205 North Second St., New Bedford
Davis, Olive
206 Whitman St., New Bedford
Davis, Mrs. George
206 Whitman St., New Bedford
Davis, Arthur
206 Whitman St., New Bedford
Davis, Marion L.
206 Whitman St., New Bedford
Davis, George
277 Earle St., New Bedford
Davis, Frank L.
66 Washington St., New Bedford
Davis, Leven
De Cantha, Jacintha




96 Robinson Road, Acushnet
Denault, Servule et ux
Denault, Clementine
Deschamps, Maria L.
789 Main St., Acushnet
Derick, Harriett M.
Desjennes, Ernest
67 Hope St., Acushnet
Desffi_ond, yYi1lial?: F.
Desorcy, Oliva
42 Slocum St., Acushnet
Desrocher, Arthur























































497 Middle Road, Acushnet
Devoll, Obiah C.




38 Slocum St., Acushnet
Dextraze, Ezina
92 Wing St., Acushnet
I?ias, Adeline
Dias, Carrie
47 Middle Road, Acushnet
Dias, Antone F.
129 Brinon St., New Bedford
Dietz, Charles
762 Main St., Acushnet
Dietz, Louise
% Main St., Acushnet
Digle, Arnold
962 Middle Road, Acushnet
Dillingham, Alfred
20 Spencer St., New Bedford
Dillingham, Grace
20 Spencer St., New Bedford
Dillingham, Abraham L.
66 A/liddle Road, Acushnet
Dillingham, Walter S.
Dioiz, Antonio de Santos
Dinter, Lena



















































160 ~, . '161,j~
t
Real J RealPersonal Estate Total Personal Estate Total
IIDion, Andre 'J Duffy, John7 Gammon's Road, Acushnet .33 27.8:2 28.15 J 4 Social St.. New Bedford 24.70 24.70 .,
~
I .Dion, Alfred Duggan, John J hiAcushnet Ave" New Bedford 15.44 15.44 1.56 1.56J ' .Doane, Lucretia K. Dupont, Rose D. ! IJ ::I'120 Sycamore St.. New Bedford .33 .33 I 18.53 18.53 .[11Doane, Amelia K
I Dupont, Rose D. Hi120 Sycamore St.. New Bedford .33 .33 93.41 93.41 IiiDaffin, Mannoah H. Dupre, Alexandre
61 Washington St .. New 'Bedford .33 .33 .~ 13 Main St.. Acushnet .29 .29 kDoucet, George ;1 Dupre, Virginie et al ,I:'.1 t, ,100 Main St.. Acushnet 19.50 123.50 143.00 .' '1 13 Main St .. Acushnet' 125.06 125.06 Iii, f i'JDougherty, Annie ] Dupre, Virginie ):.i
2015 Purchase St.. New B,edford 9.26 9.26 , 13 Main St.. Acushnet 118.18 111.18 If;1Douglas, Walter F. ! Dupre, Ferdinand d,32 Summer St, Fairhaven 522.51 522.51 28 Tallman St.. New Bedford 33.96 33.96 IfDouglas, Walter F. et al
1 Dupre, William '~"!.~119.11 119.11 86 Clark St.. New Bedford 12.35 . ',r12.35 ,""JDouglas, Mary Dupuis, Eve1yne .'1'17.88 17.88 11 Slocum St, Acushnet 78.75 78.75Dow, 'Waiter Dupuis,' Rose
4.03 4.03
.20.09 20.09 .;~'!tDralas, Antone Dupuis, Wilfrid
IfHamlin St., Acushnet 80.28 80.28 6.18 6.18. ,,:',,1;.',~-~Duart, Francisco F. Duquette, Frederick I..,
, ;:f12.35 12.35
l' 26 Hope St., Acushnet 84.93 84.93 1';1Dube, Louis , : Durand, Armelia21 Russell St.. Acushnet 77.22 77.22 18 Hope St.. Acushnet 8879 88.79 " "Duchain, Pierre Durocher, Napoleon Jr. ;"~
'j9.26 9.26
1












































Faustino, Baptista et al
284 Middle Road, Acushnet 26.00
Fawcett, William
175 Main St., Acushnet
Fay, Roger F.
255 State St., New Bedford
Felipick, Valenty
159 Holly St., New Bedford
Felipick, Sebastian
211 Hathaway St., New Bedford
Fernandes, ?vlanuel
29 Porter St., Acushnet
Fernandes, Jacintha
487 Belleville Ave., New Bedford
Fernandes, Frank
330 Cedar Grove St., New Bedford
Fernandes, Augusto





























53 Hope St., Acushnet
Ferreira, John et ux
F
Fafarlowski, Alex




282 Middle Road, Acushnet
Fagundes, Manuel J.
218 1.fiddle Road, Acushnet
Fairburn, Charles
Fairhaven Institution for Saving
Fairhaven
Falcon, Antonio
76 Howland St., New Bedford
Fall River Philanthropic






















19 Holly St., New -Bedford
Ferreira, Christowan
160 Lawson Ave., Acushnet
Ferro, Manuel Furtado
. 26 Cleveland St., Acushnet
Finguerod,_ Manuel
657 Hathaway St., New Bedford
Fortin, Joseph
98 Collett St., New Bedford
Firth, William





























Personal Estate TotalFischer, Emile




.~ Francisco, ManuelFreetown, 1hss 49.56 49.56
23 Brown St., New Bedford .62 .62
Fish, John
41.70 't Frank, Joseph et alKeene Road, Acushnet 41.70
ii' 135 Collette St., New Bedford
618 6.18'*
Fleish, William
,li Frank, JoseGammon's Road, Acushnet 5.69 50.96 56.65
3.09 309
Fonseca, Mary Gomes
.~." Frates, Joseph21.61 21.61 . 575 Main St., Acushnet 21.45 21.45Fontaine, Philias Frates, John424 North Front St., New Bedford 43.23 43.23
7.74 7.74
Fontaine, William




Frates, Joseph11 Mendall Road, Acushnet 109.63 10963
24 Jean St., Acushnet .33 109.63 10996
Fontes, John N.
Fredette, William V,101 Colle,tte St., New Bedford 6.18 " 6.18
1841 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford 75.66 75.66
Forand, Arthur.
Fredette, AlfredCushing Lane, Acushnet 6.66 71.01 77.67
926 9.26
Forand, Louis J.
Fregeau, John20 Berard St., Acushnet 98 9I.l0 92.08
Hicks St., New Bedford 103.45 103,45
Forbes, Alice
Freitas, Frank1192 Main St., Acushnet 155.94 155.94
151 Laura Keene Ave. 72.58 72.58
Fortin, Philomene
Freitas, Augusto31 Radcliffe St., New Bedford 24.70 24.70
98 Thompson St., New Bedford .33 .33
Fortin, Marcia




Freitas, Anthony46 Allen St., Acushnet .23 65.36 6559
98 Thopson St., New l?edford .33 .33
Frade, Joa S.
Freitas, Joseph et ux.309 3.09
31.66 31.66
Frade, lohn
French, Fred E.8.52 8.52
.33 .33 . ~
Fraites, Domingo
Frias, FrankWilding St., Fairhaven 4.65 4.65
83.36 83.36
Francis, Joseph A.
Fryzel, Franciszk et uxI Hamlin St., Acushnet 88.01 88.01
148 Lawson Ave., Acushnet 88.01 88.01I
Fran"cis, Joseph













Box 71, Lund's Cor. Station
Gagnon, Alphonse
17 Bessey St., Acushnet
Gagnon, Silfrid P.
Gagnon, Fabien
48 Coulombe St, Acushnet
Gagnon, Mary Jane










17 Allston Court, New Bedford
Gasse, Alphonse
224 Main St., Acushnet
Gaucher, Annie
50 South Main St., Acushnet
Gaudette, Louis
104 Main St., Acushnet
Gaudette, Augustine
104- Main St., Acushnet
Gaudet'te, :'A1cide~iP .. :;

























50 Allen St., Acushnet
Gaumond, Alfred
61 Nyc St., New Bedforq
Gauthier, Paul
116 Cushman St., Acushnet
Gautreault, Alphee
62 Slocum St., Acushnet
Gautreault, Alphee et al





Gazkowicz, John et al
47 Washburn St., New Bedfotd







1117 Main St., Acushnet
Geltowski, Anthony
64 Pembroke Ave., Acushnet
Geltowski, Louise
64 Pembroke Ave., Acushnet
Genenski, Samuel 2d
856 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
Genenski, Samuel
69 Russell St., New Bedford
Gentilhomme, Marie
312 Main St, Acushnet
Gentilhomme, Emile
,,- 28 South Main St, Acushnet
Gentilhomme, Pierre et al
276 Collette St., New Bedford
Gentilhomme, Pierre
















































66 Penniman St., New Bedford
Gibbons, Jeffrey A.
184 State St., New Bedford
Gibbs, William
4102 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
Gibson, James R.




153 Middle Road, Acushnet 20.64
Gill, Mary
53 Wing St., Acushnet
Gilman, Frank et al
72 Bleeka St., Newark, ,N. J.
Gilmore, Abiel P. R. et al
Robinson Road, Acushnet 8.13
Gilmore, Abiel P. R.
Robinson Road, Acushnet
Gilmore, Benjamin A.
Robinson Road, Acushnet 5.20
Gingras, Delphis
20 Hope St., Acushnet
Gingras, Arthur
242 Wood St., New Bedford
Girard, Walter L.
Elk's Club, New Bedford
Girard, Toussaint
Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
Girard, Edward O. et al
218 Main St., Acushnet
Girard, Edward O.
~218 Main St.;" Acush-ne"t
Giroux, Charles P. et al
25 Hiram St., Acushnet
Giroux, Joseph
















































45 Jean St., Acushnet
Glasz, Antone
122 South l\hin St., Acushnet
Glica, Martin
44 Nye Ave., Acushnet
Glosel, Fannie
38 Martell St., Acushnet
Goddard, Alvano C.
21 Merchants Bank Bldg., New Bedford
Goguen, Albion
q Pageotte St., Acushnet
Gognen, Alfred
Dartmouth
Gognen, Ovila et ux
15 Bardsley St., Acushnet
Golen, Frank
222 Middle Road, Acushnet 10.73
Golen, Frank Tr.
222 Middle Road, Acushnet
Gomes, Antone
35 Westland St., Acushnet .16
Gomes, Henry et al





Belleville Ave., New Bedford
Gonet, Karolina
Quaker Lane, Acushnet 22:26
Gonet, Julia
239 Robinson R~ad, A~ushnet 18.69
Gonneville, Joseph
56 Duffy St., New Bedford
Gonneville, Adden R. et ux























































12 Grant St., Acushnet
Gonneville, Wilfrid
204 South Main St., Acushnet
Gonsalves, Antone
59 Lawson Ave., Acushnet
Goulding, Julia
Goulet, Wilfrid
19 Lawton St., New Bedford
Goulet, Odias
16 Hatch St., New Bedford
Gouveia, Candida (Restelho)
Francis St., Acushnet





33 Beech St., Acushnet
Gouveia, Maria De (Restelho)
Gouveia, Jo~n De Jr. (Restelho)
Goyette, Nelson
74 Earle St., Fall River
Gracia, Charles V.
150 Acushnet Ave.) New Bedford
Gracia, William V.








150 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
Gracia, John
















































759 Main St., Acushnet
Greys, John












106 Washington St., New Bedford
Quay, Pierre




31 Boylston St., Acushn~t
Guerin, John
20 Hill St., Acushnet
Gurney, William
60 Main St., Acushnet
Guertin, Hector ,.
7 Slocum St., Acushnet
Guilbeault, Alfred
194 South Main St., Acushnet
Guilbeault, F~nny














































101 Rivet St., New Bedford
Guillette, Regina
32 Berard St., Acushnet
Guillotte, Pierre Tr.
6 Grant St., Acushnet
Guillotte, Pierre Tr.
108 :Main St., Acushnet
Guillotte, Pierre
108 Main St., Acushnet
Guillotte, Dosithe
107 Main St., Acushnet
Guillotte, Dosthe et al
107 Main St., Acushnet
Guillette, Aldei admix.




Hackin, Elizabeth A. et ex
57 Slocum St., Acushnet
Haegle, Louise
89 Beetle St., New Bedford
Halle, Joseph Nap.








575 Main St., Acushnet .42
Hammond, Alonzo H.



















































278 Main St., Acushnet
Hancock, John W.
1 Homstcad Ave., Acushnet
Hancock, James T.
10 Coulombe St., Acushnet :26
Harbeck, Dieudonni J.
199 Main St., Acushnet
Harbeck, Dieudonni J. et ex
199 Main St., Acushnet
Harding, Arthur
253 Hamblin St., Acushnet 6.83
Harpin, Josephine









12 South Main St., Acushnet 3.25
Hatch, John F.
899 Pleasant St., New Bedford
Hathaway, Thomas O.
233 Hathaway Road, Acushnet 10.24
Hathaway, James H.








































































































271 Hamblin St., Acushnet
Hotte, William
20 Nyc Ave., Acushnet
Hotte, George
New Bedford




1273 Main St., Acushnet
Howland, Fannie
Houghton, ,Robert
124 Nye's Lane, Acushnet
Houle, Hormidas et aI
3918 Wellington St., Montreal
Houle, Philomene
3918 Wellington St., Montreal
Houle, Mary L.
175
Hiller , Joseph L.
Mattapoisett, Mass.
Hillman, Henry T.
109 Smith St., New Bedford
Hillman, Fred. G.
P. O. Box 522, New Bedford
Hilton, Elizabeth
322 Sawyer St., New Bedford
Holden, William C.
4S Ashley St., New Bedford
Holmes, Wallace M.
Howland;- Pardon A:
249 Main St., Fairhaven
Howland, Louise B"
1212 Main St., Acushnet
Howlan~, 'N alter G.




















































-13 Cleveland St., New'Bedford






228 Collette St., New Bedford
Henriques, Joseph





Hersom, Thomas J r.
24 Main St.) Acushnet
Hersom, Millie A.
24 Main St., Acushnet
Hebert, Edward
Hawes, Frederic B.
ll'Iill Road, New Bedford
Hawes, Walter H.
6 White St., New Bedford
Healy, Edith M.







Personal Estate TotalPersonal Estate Total
J Jacques, WitbrodHowland, Frank 1'. et at
234.68 236.31 1 33 Hope St., Acushnet 114.27 114.27:Menc\all Road, Acushnet 1.63 Jalbert, LouisHowland, Frank T. ;;1-, ' 157 Collette St., New Bedford 1.85 1.85Mendall Road, Acushnet 4.65 4.65 J James, WilliamHowland, William T. i 80 Willis St., New Bedford 26.00 26.00211 Mendall Road, Acushnet 28.93 84.93 113.86 Jarcckc, StephaniaHudocek, Joseph
J 6 'William St., Acushnet 64.84 64.84119 Reynolds St., New Bedford .33 .33 Jarcs, Peter
Hunt, Mary].




15.44 15.446.18 6.18 I Jenkinson, Mrs. Herbert,
Hunter, William , 206 Davis St. .33 .33319 Mendall Road, Ac'ushnet .81 58.66 59.47 '1.,' Jayne, Mary K.~.
Hubert, Alexis Hathaway Road, Acushnet 27.08 176.58 203.6693.44 93.44 ,33 Nye Ave., Acushnet Jcnkins, William E.
Hurvitz, Samuel , 551 Middle Road, Acushnet 72.41 72.41
,
203 Allen St., New Bedford 9UO 9UO Jenney, Albert
.Heuberger,' Freida 243 Perry St., Acushnet 8.13 72.58 80.71340 Ear1e St., New Bedford 1.63 1.63 J ennik, Albert
,j 5 Maple St., Acushnet .65 42.48 43.13I } Jerzick, Stacia,
27 Battles St, Brockton ,Mass. 926i 926Izdelski, Andrew j Jesus, Joaquin
205 North Front St., New Bedford 74.26 74.26 New Bedford 10.86 10.86Jesus, Joaquin
J New Bedford 32.50 32.50Joaquin, AntoneJenny, Edgar w.
86.45 86.45 39 Waverly St., New Bedford 9.26 926580 Pleasant St, New Bedford Johnson, Mary A.Jackson, Henry A
214.73 756 Rockdale Ave., New Bedford .94 .941156 Main St., Acushnet .,10.89 203.84
Johnson, Edgar A.Jackson, Henry A. et al
22.75 22.75 New Bedford 6.18 6.181156 Maio- St., Acushnet Johnson, Carl F.Jackson, Leo T. .;"'
New Bedford79.37 79.37 1.56 1.561122 Main St., Acushnet Jordan, Margaret
Jacob, Napoleon
3.7\ 30 Oak St., Merrilton, Conn. 6.18 6.18457 Fairmont St., Woonsocket, Rl. 3.71
Joseck, Joseph
Jacques, George








7 Nye Ave., Acushnet
J cyee, Joseph
]azafeck, Joseph
329 Middle Road, Acushnet
Jusygkowski, Michalena




10 Hope St., Acushnet
Kaplan, Samuel
1182 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
Kasiba, Kazimery
71 Middle Road, Acushnet
Kelley, Edward
380 Middle Road, Acushnet
Kelley,. H. F.
Adams Express Co., New Bedford
Kelley, Annie A.




4 Dorothy St.) Acushnet
King, Margaret



























Kockanek, iV(ichael et al
7 Sivigny St., Acushnet
Kockanek, Michael
7 Sivigny St., Acushnet
Kokozka, Joseph
11 Anthony St., Acushnet
Kon, Martin
30 Beeche St., Acushnet
Kuczera, Joseph
1040 Main St., Acushnet
Kukarski, Josephine et al
26 Enos St., Acushnet
Kut, Stanley
134 Hamblin St., Acushnet
Kutham, Louis
15 Nye's Lane, Acushnet
Labelle, Walter
105 James St., Acushnet
Labonte, Ambroise'
39 Hope St., Acushnet
Labonte, Jacob est.
645 Hall St., Winsor, Onto
Labonte, Joseph W.
New Bedford
Lacasse, Edmund A. Tr.
110 Main St., Acushnet
Lacasse, Edmund A.
110 Main St., Acushnet
Lacasse, Edmund A. et al
110 Main St., Acushnet
Lacoste, Geolfrid


































Real t RealPersonal Estate Total Personal Estate Total
Lagasse, Florence L. t. Langlois, Joseph I
619 Main St., Acushnet 33.96 33.96 , 2030 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford 6.18 6.18 I,; ,Lague, Antoinette et al Langlois, Joseph and Al Tr. i65 Holly St., New Bedford 30.88 30.88 2030 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford 60.23 60.23~:,
Langlois, DelphisLaferriere, Albert et at "
47 Club Ave., Acushnet 74.13 74.13
;T' New Bedford 32.50 132.76 165.26
Laferriere, Albert Languedoc, Ovide
47 Club Ave., Acushnet 15.44 15.44
~ ,< 8 Cushman St., Acushnet 86.45 86.45
LaAamme, Joseph ct al Lapalme, Wilfrid
21 Jean St., Acushnet 94.19 94.19 "i" 52 Coulomb St., Acushnet 61.00 61.00
Laflamme, Ade1ard Lapalme, Elzear
New Bedford 72.58 72.58 78 Wing St., Acushnet 4.55 154.41 158.96
Laflamme, Alfred ,(, Laperle, Joseph
15.44 15.44 New Bedford 37.05 37.05
Lafleur, Zenon Lapierre, Joscph
67 Coffin Ave., New Bedford 97.28 97.28 49 Jean St., Acushnet 10.83 10.83
Lajeunesse, Narcisse Lapointe, Joseph J
28 Nye Ave., Acushnet 3.25 89.54 92.79 15.44 15.44
Lajoie, Amedee Laporte, Lillie
375 Brook St., New Bedford 13.91 13.91 83.36 8336
Laliberty, Maria P. Lariviere, Gertrude E.
Quaker Lane, Acushnet 7329 128.15 201.44 88.79 8879
Laliberty, Rene Larochelle, Hector
12.35 1235 151 South Main St., Acushnet 101.89 101.89
Lamare, Arthur Laronda, Adelina
37 Slocum St., Acushnet 95.71 95.71 118 Bates St., New Bedford 12.35 12.35
Lambert, Edmund A. Lasnier, Arthur heirs
32 Slocum St., Acushnet 97.28 97.28 13.91 13.9\
Lambert, Blanche Latimer, Denis
295 North Front St., New Bedford 9.26 9.26 124 North Front St., New Bedford 18.53 18.53
Lame, Charles E. Lavalle, Orner
17 South Main St., Acushnet 8476 84.7' 9 Wilbur Ave., Acushnet 83.39 83.39
Landry, Arthur Lavertu, Onesime et ux
165 Dean St., New Bedford 12.35 1235 Belleville Ave., New Bedford 94.19 94.19
Landry, Arthur Lawrence, Antone
165 Dean St., New Bedford 3.71 3.71 62 Jean St., Acushnet 33 96.50 9683
Langevin, Louis Lawrence, Henry A.
18 Slocum St., Acushnet 105.01 105.01 Clifford, Mass. 13.00 13.00
Langlois, Wilfrid Lawrence, Herbert F.




93 Wing St., Acushnet
Leger, Mary E.
Leit, Manuel
255 ivIain St., Acushnet 3.41
Lelievre, Modest
56 Slocum St., Acushnet
Lemaire, Frederick

























































100 John St., Acushnet
Leonard, Eben
85 Leonard St., Acushnet
Leonard, Susan B.
145 Leonard St., Acushnet
Lepage, Exelire
370 MidcJ.le Road, Acushnet
Lepage, Joseph E.
46 Coulombe St., Acushnet
Lessard, Archille








24 Boylston St., Acushnet
Levesque, Arsene et al
633 Coggeshall St., New Bedford
Lewis, Albert








30.91 30.91Robinson Road, Acushnet
Laycock, Florence
46.31 46.31Robinson Road, Acushnet
Lebeau, Remie








29.35 29.35Peckham Road, Acushnet
Leblanc, Cleophas
86.45 864577 Slocum St., Acushnet.,
Leblanc, Eugenie
9 Roosevelt St., Acushnet 61.75 61.75
Leblanc, Philias










2.28 91.88 94.16S2 Pembroke Ave., Acushnet
Leclerc, Sicacadee
6.18 6.18428 South Front St., New Bedford
I Leclerc, Edmund. ..New Bedford 9.26 9.26428 South Front St.,Leconte, 'Marie
138.97 182.03I Cushing Lane, Acushnet 43.06Leconte, Clement C.







Personal Estate Total Personal Estate Total
Lewis, Thomas et al Loftus, Flora E.
98 Covell-St., New Bedford 3.09 3.09 14 Gould St., New Bedford 24.70 24.70
Lewis, George Longomare, Adeliza
Jewett City, Conn. 30.88 30.88 Main St., Acushnet 58.66 58.66
Levasseur, David Longpre, Pierre
Adams St., Fairhaven 1085.83 1085.83 16 Homestead Ave., Acushnet .81 lll.15 lll.96
Lewis, Frank Lopes, Antone
18 Middle Road, Acushnet 16.25 ll7.36 133.61 6 River St., Acushnet 134.36 134.36
Lewis, Frank A. Lopes, John
257 Court St., New Bedford .62 .62 31 Westland St., Acushnet 1.14 80.28 81.42
L'Heureux, -Marie Lopes, Manuel R.
18 Bardsley St., Acushnet 120.44 120.44 57- Bourne St., New Bedford .78 .78
L'Heureux, William Lopes, '""Manuel
4 Parker St., Central Falls, R.L 27.79 27.79 66 Nash Road, New Bedford 37.05 37.05
Lima, Manuel D. Lopes, Joseph
12 Nyc St., New Bedford 3.09 3.09 22 Crapo St., New Bedford 1.85 1.85
Lima, Manuel Lopes, Joseph M.
2.34 2.34 10 Nye's Lane, Acushnet 4.06 91.91 95.97
Lima, Charlotte Lord, Asime
Ryder St., North Dartmouth 20.90 20.90 175 Newton St., New Bedford .62 .62
Lima, Jose Marquis De Lowles, George
ll2 Bedford St., New Bedford 9.26 9.26 38 Crompton St., Acushnet 71.79 71.79
Linek, Frank Luiz, Antonio et ux
107 John St., Acushnet 92.63 92.63 49 Anthony St., Acushnet 29.35 29.35
Linek, Frank Lund's Corner Loan
107 John St., Acushnet 97.31 97.31 New Bedford 230.82 230.82
Linek, Rudolf
Lussier, Peter
Providence, R. 1. 44.01 44.01
549 Woodland St., New Bedford 15.44 15.44
Linden, John R.
Lyons, Edward P ..
5S0 Main St., Acushnet 90.35 90.35
167 South Main St., Acushnet 109.63 109.63
Little, Matthew
Levasseur, Octave
2201 Purchase St., New Bedford 26.88 26.88 54.08 54.08
Lizotte, Arthur
273 Wood St., New Bedford 13.91 13.91 M
Lizotte, Wilfrid McCarthy, Jeremiah
191 South Main St., Acushnet 102.70 102.70
Lizotte, Celina





161 Devonshire St., Boston 9.26 9.26
McCrohan, Timothy Jr.




































11 Ball St., Fairhaven
McCann, Katherine et al
119 Maxfield St., New Bedford
McCarthy, Daniel J.




213 Belleville Ave., New Bedford
Mack, Judwika
38 Dorothy St., Acushnet
Mack, Matthew
38 Dorothy St., Acushnet
Macomber, Edward L.
S04 Middle Road, Acushnet
Macomber, Alice C.
Magina, loao et ux







237 Weld St., New Bedfo,d
Mana, Donat
173 Keen Road, Acushnet
Manclvillc, George








































3506 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
Marshall, Jason
Mushall, A. ].
279 Court St., New Bedford
Marshall, Emma
7 Stone St., New Bedford
11:artin, Sam
Martell, George
62 Cushman St., Acushnet
Mayer, Joseph A.
163 Nye's Lane, Acushnet
Martin, Manuel et ux








39 Bay St., New BedfNd
Marvan, Antone












































22 Cedar St., New Bedford
Masse, Hormidas
5 Guillotte St., Acushnet
Masse, Joseph
88 vYing St., Acushnet
Maud, Lawrence C.
66 Slocum St., Acushnet
May, James H.
S6 Ash St., New Bedford
May, James H.
175 Richmond St., New Bedford
Mayman, George Sr.
10 Bardsley St., Acushnet
Maynard, Ruby
19 Slocum St., Acushnet
Maynard, Eglandina
PawtucKet, R. 1.
Maynard, Honore et al.
24 Wing Road, Acushnet
Maynard, Adele
24 Wing Road, Acushnet
Maynard, Honore
24 Wing Road, Acushnet
Maynard, Louis P.
1163 Main St., Acushnet
Mayor, Martha
1546 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
. Meal, Clara
457 Sawyer St., New Bedford
Meehaber, Louis
219 Chestnut St., New Bedford
Mechaber, Simon
"684 County St., New Bedford
Mechaber; Amos



























20 Homestead Ave., Acushnet
Medeiros, Joseph
.12 lvliddle Road, Acushnet
;'vIedeiros, Manuel
Medeiros, Frank R.
32 Query St., New Bedford
Medeiros, Manuel A.
32 Query St., New Bedford
Medeiros, Manuel S.
119 River Road, New Bedfoid
Medeiros, Frank
Wing Lane, Acushnet
Medeiros, Manuel et al
Medeiros, Joaquin P.
Medeiros, John
144 Lawson Ave., Acushnet
Mekinnon, Daniel
350 Purchase St., New Bedford
Melancon, Claude
46 Wing St., Acushnet
Mello; Anthony
117 Porter St., Acushnet
Mello, Manuel E. et ux
128 ,Tinkham St., New Bedford
Mel1o, Manuel B.
84 Middle Road, Acushnet
Mello, Joseph S. De
Mello, Antonio B.




234 Robinson Road, Acushnet






















































Mello, John C. De
1186 Pleasant St., New Bedford
Mello, Maria








Box 207, R. F. D., Woonsocket, R. L
Mendall, DavIs G
400 Chancery 5t New Bedford
Mendes, Manuel et ex




7 Middle Road, Acushnet
Meny, Ernest




15 South Main St., Acushnet
Mesquita, Lauriana
1027 Main St., Acushnet
Methot, Anna .
132 Nye St., New Bedford
Methot, Louise
1620 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
Metivier, Ade1ard
- IlXlOAcushnet Ave., New Bedford
Meunier, Ulderic
19 Nyc Ave., Acushnet
"Meunier, Albert
12 Nye Ave., Acushnet
Michon, Arthur












































35 Nyc Ave., Acushnet





9 Bullard St., New Bedford
Milos, Jan et al
126 Hamblin St., Acushnet
Mitron, Joseph
. 3 Nora St., Ac~shnet
Monast, Levi et ex
17 Lord St., Attleboro, Mass .
Mont, Frank D.
132 North Second St., New Bedford
Mont, Wel$ford
67 Beetle St., New Bedford
Monteiro, Manuel
70 Phillips Ave., New Bedford
Moody, H. S. Trustee
Boston, Mass.
Mooney, Edna




457 Brock Ave., New Bedford
Morse, Mrs. Ida F.
off Middle Road, Acushnet
Morse, Rexford G.
584 Middle Road, Acushnet
Morse, Leslie P.
837 Middle Road, Acushnet
Morse, Minnie L.
61 Howard Ave., New Bedford
Morse, Frank W.
Fairhaven, Mass.
Morse, Albert S. Jr.



















































Morse, A. S. et al
New Bedford
0,'Iorse, Nelson
24 Pinette St., New Bedford
'Morton, Mary E.
Mouna, Eliza
148 Belleville Ave., New Bedford
Mullen, Joseph F. et al
Murphy, Denis
48 Middle Road, Acushnet . 2.28
Murray, Caroline
35 Keene St., New Bedford
l-Iurray, Frederic E.
86 Austin St., New Bedford
1t1urray, George J. W.
50 Washburn St., New Bedford
Iv1urray, Edward
Room 16, Masonic Bldg., New Bedford
N
Nadeau, Oscar
181 South Main St., Acushnet
Nadeau, Joseph C.
409 North Front St., New Bedford
Narva, Jacob et al
133 Clark St., New Bedford
Narva, i\!lorris
Arctic State, R. 1.
Neagale, August
36 Hathaway St., Acushnet 4.38
Neves, Acacio
.Newman, Charles
3728 Acushnet A \ie., New Bedford
Nelson, James J.
51 Summer St., New Bedford









































New Bedford Gas & Edison Light
New Bedfo,d 2949.08
New England Tel. & Tel. Co,
New Bedford 37.86
New Bedford Five Cents Savings Bank
New Bedford
N ernie, Ine11y et al
21 Club Ave" Acushnet
NizioJeck, l\htthew L.
74 Hope St., Acushnet
Noia, Emilia et al
337 Tinkham St., New Bedford
Normandin, Honora
18 Harbeck St., Acushnet
Normandin, Mederic
22 Slocum St., Acushnet
Normenton, Martha
117 James St., Acushnet
North End Loan Co. Tr,
Nowac, Josephine
124 South Main St., Acushnet
Norton, Granville F,
97 Leonard St., Acushnet
Nowlan, Hattie
276 Shaw St., New Bedfocd
Nunes, Clarence
- - 5 Nye Ave" Acushnet
Nunes, Joseph




46 Cushman St., Acushnet
O'Leary, Patrick Est.
Ogden, Feed K.






































Personal Estate Total Personal Estate Total
Oliveira, Leon C. Pallas, Peter
2.34 2.34 75 Westminster St., Providence, R. I. 123.53 12353
Oliveira, Antone W. Palko, Kazimary
5.56 5.56 36 Hope St., Acushnet 111.93 111.93
Oliver, Charles Pallardie, Emma
.49 .49 464 Ashley Blvd., New Bedford 6.18 6.18
Oliver, Herbert Pallatroni, Joseph J r,
390 Elm St, New Bedford .33 .33 New Bedford 108.06 108.06
Olivier, Adclard Palmcra, Manuel
, New Bedford 375.18 375.18 10 Rotch St., Acushnet .16 .16
Olivier, Israel .Pa!ys, Mary
1890 Acushnet Ave.) New Bedford 19.50 19.50 6 Bardsley St., Acushnet 82.62 82.62
Orofino, Vito Nicola, et ux Paneck, Lawrence
19 Homestead Ave., New Bedford 89.21 89.21 12 Cleveland St., Acushnet 71.01 71.01
Orlowski, Joseph Paneck, John
126 John St., Acushnet 40.92 40.92 45 Cleveland St., Acushnet 114.27 114.27
Orlowski, Stanley Pankicwicz, Leon
88 John St., Acushnet 64.84 64.84 131 Nyc's Lane, Acushnet 13.43 138.94 152.37
Orlowski, Walter Pappaianos, George
82 John S"t., Acushnet 64.87 6487 118 Porter St., Acushnet 78.75 78.75
Orlowski, LudwiCk Paquette, Felix E.
74 James St., Acushnet 6.83 132.83 139.66 681 Ashley Blvd., New Bedford .62 .6lOtocki, Hipolit Paquin, Hermengild
929 Main St., Acushnet 24.54 140.50 165.04 New Bedford 1.85 1.83Ouellette, Regina V. Pares, Paul
39 Nye's Lane, Acushnet 75.66 75.66 36 Nye's Ave., New Bedford 94.97 94.97Ouellette, Lewis et al Parker, Albert J.
18.53 18.53 3.6 Robinson Road, Acushnet .49 81.84 82.33Outlaw, Guy D. Parker, Albert
.62 .62 32.50 116.61 149.11
Parker, Ellis
p New Bedford 38.61 38.61
Parker, Robert E.
Pacheco, John P. et at 588 Middle Road, Acushnet 13.16 179.99 193.1516.25 83.36 9961 Parker, Theron R.
Paige, Hervey J. et a1 532 Middle Road, Acushnet 60.71 60.71154.38 154.38 Parker, Thomas
Paiva, Antone et at 56 Mosher St., New Bedford 18.53 18.533.09 309 Parker, Harry .





Parker, George T. est.
237.65 237.65 Pelczar ski, Andrew87 Nye's Lane, Acushnet 36 Berard St., Acushnet 81.84 81.8~Parker, Charles R.
1.63 57.11 58.74
Pelland, Henry
176 Nyc's Lane, Acushnet 25 Rock St., Acushnet 3.25 81.06 84.31Parker, Carrie
3.25 3.25 Pellerin, Gaspard et al3167 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
7.74 7.71Parker> Frank B.
1.85 1.85 Pelletier, Archibald
195 Perry St., Acushnet 118.89 118.89Parker, William C.
30.88 30.88 Pelletier, Joseph P.Masonic Bldg., New Bedford 50 Randall St., Acushnet .33 18.85 19.18Parsonage, Baptist
101.89 101.89 Pelletier, Joseph
58 Slocum St., Acushnet 87.23 87.23Parsona'ge, Catholic
96.50 96.51J
Pepin, Eva et al
3, Adams St., Fairhaven 3 River St., Acushnet 9.26 9.26Parsonage, Methodist
98.80 9880
Pepin, Ernest
28 Main St., Acushnet 3 River St., Acushnet 93.41 93.41.Pasquali, John Di
4.65 4.65
Perras, Joseph
1357 Main St., Acushnet 19.34 145.11 164.45Patnaude, Beatrice L.
.33 Perras, Joseph et ux608 South Second St., New Bedford 33 1357 Main St., Acushnet 17.55 17.55Patnaude, Henry Jr.
.94
'Perrault, Alfred et al
. 243 West Newton St., Eoston .94 17 Harbeck St., Acushnet 97.28 97.28Patnaude, Hormidas
33
Perreault, Honore
26 Adams St., New Bedford .33 229 Robinson Road, Acushnet 504 73.07 78.11Pease, Marietta F.
.49
Perreira, Felisberto
.49 Paris Lane, Acushnet 1.95 101.89 103.84Paulino, Antonio et al
102.64
Perreira, Antonio et al




68 Lawson Ave., Acushnet 5.36 97.28 16 Hill St., Acushnet 58,69 58.69Pease, Irene D.
18.53 Perreira, Manuel A.412 Cedar St., New Bedford 18.53 47 Collette St., New Bedford 6.18 6.18Peckham, L M.
13.00 Perreira, FranciscoAcushnet Ave., New Bedford 13.00 121 Collette St., New Bedford 6.18 6.18Pedro, Antonio
.33 "'" Perreira, ....Augusto et alAsh St., New Bedford .33 104 Collette St., New Bedford 6.18 6.18Pegg, William
95.88 Perreira, Jose B.84 Main St., Acushnet 95.88 1 Hemlock St., New Bedford 1.85 1.85Peirce, Henry D.
6.50
, Perreira, Augusto







Ferrez, Manuel et al
118 Worth St., New Bedford
Perry, John
4 Griffin St., New Bedford
Perry, Joseph
18 South Main St., Acushnet 9.75
Perry, Charles ct al
196 Perry St., Acushnet 23.56
Perry, Edson
196 Perry St., Acushnet 6,01
Perry, Charles B.
196 Perry St., Acushnet 2.44
Perry, Antone
13 Jean St., Acushnet .33
Perry, 11anuel
157 Laura Keene Ave., Acushnet
Perry, Antone
9 South Main St.,. Acushnet




16 Covel St., New Bedford
Pettine, James
511 Vvestminster St., Providence, R. 1.
Petty, George
94 Main St., Acushnet
Phaneuf, Alexandre
122 Clifford St., New Bedford
Philla, Joseph F.
72 Hamblin St., Acushnet
Phillips, Alexander P.
9 Nyc Ave., Acushnet .81
Picher:-' J{)~eph
303 Wood St., New Bedford
Picher, Alma
303 Wood St., New Bedford
Pickriick, Sylves"ier est.























934 1.1ain St., Acushnet





8 Saucier St., Acushnet
Pinard, Alfred E.
44 Crompton St., Acushnet
Pinard, Alice
44 Crompton St., Acushnet
Finehero, Manuel S.
. 1520 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
Pllleault, Pamela
27 Hope St., Acushnet
Pineault, Pamela
27 Hope St., Acushnet
Pinner, Alfred
144 South Main St., Acushnet
Pittsley, John
Plaud, Albert I-
S Anthony St., Acushnet
Plaud, Leonie
28 South Main St., Acushnet'
Plaud, Rose
24 South Main St., Acushnet
Podsiadlo, Julia
279 Cedar Grove St., New Bedford
Poineau, Louis heirs
68 Scott St., New Bedford
Poirier, Pierre
22 Rock St., Acushnet
Poirier, Arthur
Poisson, Napoleon J.
21 St. Lawrence St., Acushnet
Poisson, Orner




























26 Bardsley St., Acushnet
Polish American Citizens Club, Inc.
35 Garfield St., Acushnet
Polycarpo, Rosa Moniz
84 Whitman St., New Bedford
Ponto, Antonio
Ponto, Urbano
84 Whitman St.,. New Bedford
Poole, Harris






36 Bardsley St., Acushnet
Poulin, Elodie


























Pratt, Sarah F. et al
Box 109, R. F. D., Raynham, :Mass..
Presnal, Paul
9 Club Ave., Acushnet
Preston, Stanley
Procik, Proket
49 Hope St., Acushnet
Proganda, Manuel M.
7 Hope St., Acushnet
Provost, Arthur
. 204 South 1hin St., Acushnet
Ptaszek, Maryon B.
Main St., Acushnet 6.01
Pumpsckuk, John F.
125 Reynolds St., New Bedford
Puritan, Grocery Stores, Inc.
.S2 Twelfth St., Fall River 1.46
Puntnam, Arthur C.















82 Holly St., New Bedford
Poulin, Clarisse
Pouliot, Napoleon G. A.




353 Coffin Ave., New Bedford
Power, Alfred
9 Boylston St., Acushnet
Fayant, Clovis
312 Main St., Acushnet
Fayant, Eugenie





























































































148 Perry St., Acushnet 15.44
Robinson, Frank I-
S Rockdale Ave., New Bedford
Robinson, Emma
204 Davis St., New Bedford
Robinson, John W.
Rioux, Victoria
37 J can St., Acushnet .10
Rivet, Albert
58 South Main St., Acushnet
Rivet, Anna
60 South idain St., Acushnet 2.28
Robello, Joseph
83 Wing St., Acushnet
Robert, Hormidas
13 Hope St., Acushnet
Robichaud, Daniel
SO South Main St., Acushnet
Robillard, Arthur
1141 Main St., Acushnet
Robillard, Melinda
33 Summer St., Central Falls, R. I.
Robinson, Charles J.
Robitaille, Anna
138 Sylvia St., New Bedford
Robitaille, Stephen E.
Rocha, Anna C.
134 Nash Road, New Bedford
Rocha, Isabel
Rocheleau, Philomene


























S2 Washburn St., New Bedford
Reynolds, Luther H.
577 Main St., Acushnet
Rezendes, Manuel
~95 South Main St., Acushnet
Rezendes, Manuel F.
97 Middle Road, Acushnet
Rezendes, Manuel




82 Middle Road, Acushnet
Rehaume, Oscar
74 J can St., Acushnet
Ricard, Remi
Ricard, Napoleon








270 Union. St., New Bedford
Rayno, Walter
16 Hindle St., Acushnet
Rawcliffe, Arthur
26 Main St., Acushnet
Reed, Henry E.










Rodeillat, Francase et a1 Tr.
Tallman St, New Bedford
Roderick, Olivera R.
12 Rotch St., Acushnet
Roderick, Thereza (Serpa)
8 Rivet St., Acushnet
Roderiques, Manuel et a1
320 Davis St., New Bedford
Roderiques, Manuel J.
352 South First St., New Bedford
Roderiques, Jose S.
9S0 South Water St., New Bedford
Roger, Roger W. et ux
107 Main St., Acushnet
Rogers, Paul
376 Middle Road, Acushnet .39
Rogers, Alice
2 Weld St., New Bedfo,d
Rogers, James
245 Aqu~dneck St., New Bedford
Rogers, Mary






















79 Crapo St., New Bedford
Rosa, Joseph P.














































59 South Main St., Acushnet
Rose :\f[anuel G.
73 Brigham St., New Bedford
Ross, Ferdinand
243. Sawyer St., New Bedford
Rounseville, Albert et al
Rochester, Mass,
Rounsevillc, William B.
46 Church St., Fairhaven
Rousseau, Blanche
Rousseau, Wilfrid
53 Pembroke Ave., Acushnet
Rousseau, Arthur




143 Main St., Acushnet
Rag, Josephine admix.








7 Garfield St., Acushnet
Ruby, Elmire
46 Slocum' St., Acushnet
Russell, Henry T. et al
_., 17 Main St.,."Acushne¥t
Ruszel, Francisko





































29 Roosevelt St., Acushnet
Ryseck, Anasthasia
29 Roosevelt St., Acushnet
Rysepa, Fe1ypo














i11 Main St., Acushnet
Saucier, Henry O. Jr.
102 Main St., Acushnet
Sawyer, Ferdinand



















1094 "Main St., Acushnet
St. GermalU, Bert
11 Glennon 5t New Bedford
St. Jean, August
146 South Main St., ~cushnet
St. Jean, August et al
146 South Main St., Acushnet
St. Jean, Ida
146 South Main St., Acushnet
St. Jean, Virginie est.
143 South Main St., Acushnet
St. Jean, Solomon
Sampio, Antonio M.
233 Coggeshall 5t New Bedford
Samborn, Laurent
13 Darling St., Acushnet
Sancho, J ase 11.





1149 Main St., Acushnet
Sass, Katarzyna
Saucier, Joseph
























1848 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
Schlais, Charles et al
323 Main St., Acushnet
Schlais, Charles
323 Main St., Acushnet
Schlick, Sarah E.
17 Main St., Acushnet
Senez, William et ux




25 Clover St., New Bedford
Sharples, Eliza
62 Parker St., New Bedford
Sharpe, Eliza .
261 Tinkham St., New Bedford
Sherman, Harlow T.











































'Sharrock, J ahn A.
1258 Main St., Acushnet
Shuster, Solomon
312 Pleasant 5t New Bedford
Silvia, Mary De
37 Hays St., Acushnet
Sllvla, Frank D
2S Cottage 5t New Bedford
Silvia, Tony De
61 Lawson Ave., Acushnet
Simas, Joseph
Simoes, Samuel A.
8 Jenney- Lind St., New Bedford
Simoes, Jase F.
950 South Water St., New Bedford
Sissons, William H.
20 Middle Road, Acushnet
Sivigny, Normand L.
42 South Main St., Acushnet
Skivarlo, Mary
113 Cove St., New Bedford
Skozoleck, PiotTe
. 57 Zimon St., Acushnet
Slivowski, Rose. .' ch
5446 Fcarrwie Ave., DetrOlt, Ml .
Sloane, Mary
Slavick, J ahn
36 Hamblin St., Acushnet
Smith, 'William
53 Perry St., Acushnet
Smith, William


































45 Union St., New Bedford
Smola, John
40 Hamblin St., Acushnet
Smola, Frank
36 Rock St., Acushnet
Soares, Mary
New Bedford
Sobol, Frank et ex
104 Cushman St., Acushnet
Sojka, Emile
Sorado, Ralph
11 Hope St., Acushnet
SoreHe, Donald
24 Slocum St., Acushnet
Sorelle, Donald et ux
24 Slocum St., Acushnet
Sorelle, Alida
118 Howard Ave., New Bedford
Sorel1e, Joseph
118 Howard Ave., New Bedford
Sottak, Louis A. et ex
55 Crompton St., Acushnet
Sottak, Louis A. et ex
Soucy, Amanda




644 Middle Road, Acushnet
Souza, .Manuel
644 Middle Road, Acushnet
Souza, August
401 Middle Road, Acushnet
Souza, Frank ..




















































































249 Main St., Fairhaven
Stykowski, Maryanna
Rear 292 .Main St., Acushnet
Stuben, Isidore
Sullivan, Evelyn E.
66 Locust St., New Bedford
Sullivan Granite & Construction Co.
196 Merrimac St., New Bedford
Sullivan, tdark E. ~
1% Merrimac St New Bedford
Sumner, Albert E. .,
1013 Victoria St., New Bedford
Surprenant, Thelesphore
Astoria, N. Y.
.Surrey, David et ux
Lake St.
Susini, Octave
Nestel's Lane New Bedford
Sutton, James '
200 Hathaway Road, Acushnet
Swol, Joseph
386 Middle Road, Acushnet
Sylvia, Antone D.
561 Main St., Acushnet
Sylvia, Joseph E.





73 Brigham St., New Bedford
Sylvia, Antone





































20 Nye Ave., Acushnet
Steliga, Adam
12 Club' Ave., Acushnet
Souza, Manuel
2 Clifford St., Acushnet
Souza, Augusto T.








2924 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
Spooner, Isabelle
20 Main St., Acushnet
Spooner, John A.
Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
Stadtmiller, Thomas




5 Wilbur Ave., Acushnet
Stawory, Lawrence
106 Joho St., Acushnet
Stawory, Caroline
106 Joho St., Acushnet
Stebbin, Joseph et ex
135 Bullard St., New Bedford
Stee, Frank et al















139 County St., New Bedford
Szaya, Joseph
71 Pembroke Ave., Acushnet
Szpotowski, Frank
Keen Road, Acushnet 6.83
Szubida, Emile
Szwaya, Albert
119 James St., Acushnet
Szymkowicz, Francisyk




























17 Boylston St., Acushnet
Talbot, Laura




1052 Main St., Acushnet
Tavares, Antone
1069 Main St., Acushnet
Tavares, Mariano
Portugal





























243 Main St., Acushnet
Taber, Henry F. et at




500 Middle Road, Acushnet
Taber, Pardon
389 Main St., Acushnet
Tabef,~Gar,duer W. ~,.::;-i




















26 Hope St., Acushnet
Terra, Frank De
178 Mill Road, Fairhaven
Tetreault, Arthemise
Tetreault,"Arthur,e< .. ;<-"
32 Washburn St., New Bedford
Texeira, Joaquin J. De
Texeira, Manuel F. et at







































26 Hope St., Acushnet
Thibeault, Wilfrid
980 Eddy St., Providence, R I.
Thibeault, Arthur
Thomas, Harbertian A.'





533 l'Iiddlc Road, Acushnet
Thorezs, Nic1aus
63 Club Ave., Acushnet
Thornton, Ray W.
Thumudo, Edward






31 Rodney St., New Bedford
Tomasick, Peter



































226 Main St., Acushnet
Toussaint, Joseph
35 Slocum St., Acushnet
Townsend, Grace
89 Middle Road, Acushnet
Trahan, Delia
179 Austin St., New Bedford
Trahan, Polyclore




11 Homestead Ave., Acushnet
Trepanier, Josephine
37 Everett St., New Bedford
Tripp, Lydia M.
1243 Main St., Acushnet
Tripp, George R.
836 Middle Road, Acushnet
Tripp, Emma J. .
413 County St., New Bedford
Tripp, Emma
17 Plymouth St., New Bedford
Tripp, Henry. C.
































632 Main St., Acushnet 12.84 139.01 151.85
Tripp, Frederick O.
289 Perry St., Acushnet 50.38 587.89 638.27
Turcotte, Palniire
176 South Main St., Acushnet 101.89 101.89
Tuttle, Thomas
300 Main St., Acushnet 1.79 111.18 112.97
Tweedy, Bridget
196 Clifford St., New Bedford .49.49
Tyler, Elizabeth
341 Ashley Blvd., New Bedford .62 .62
u
Unwin, Ella et al
Quinsburg, Conn. 114.27 114.27
Urban, Jean
259 Middle Road, Acushnet 3.58 89.54 . 93.12
v
Valley, David P.
299 Main St., Fairhaven 216.13 216.13
Vandenburg, Arthur B.
7 North .orchard St., Acushnet 119.67 119.67
Vanston-e, William
558 Main St., Acushnet 58.66 58.66
Vargas, Joseph -E.
Lake St., Acushnet .81 .81
Varley, Sarah
680 Main St., Acushnet 38.35 163.96 202.31
Veira, John
137 River Road, New Bedford 78.75 78.75
Veira,. ManueloF.
116 Belleville Road, New Bedford 9.26 9.26
Velra, Mary
25 Lague St., Acushnet 46.48 46.48
Veira".Manuel
23;;' Slocum St., Acushnet 115.02 115.02
Velent, Humbert, Jr.
Vieira, Antonio Rosa
113 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
Vieira, Mary
15 Hope St., Acushnet
Vien, Cordelia est,
24 Clifford St., New Bedford
Viera, Charles S.
Vieira, ¥anuel M.
4 Richard St., New Bedford
Viera, Mati"on




166 Lawson Ave., Acushnet
Vil1emure, Valeda
20 Club Ave., Acushnet
Villemure, Henry
20 Club Ave., Acushnet
Villeneuve, George
30 Slocum St., Acushnet
Villeneuve, Catherine
30 Slocum St., Acushnet
Vincent, John M.
733 Main St., Acushnet
Vincent, Antonia
52 Slocum St., Acushnet
Vincent, Manuel L.




97 James St., Acushnet
Waddington, Rob~rt

























































1 Middle Road, Acushnet
Warren, Mimmie
71 Slocum St., Acushnet
Waring, Rose J.
249 Query St., New Bedford
Wasilenski, Adam
13 Hampton St., New Bedford
Webb, Ramford
67 Washington St., New Bedford
Weeks, Allen et a1
Gammon Road, Acushnet
'Weeks, Clara A. et a~
241 Middle St., New Bedford
Weigel, Jean P.
840 Main St., Acushnet
'vVeigel, Albert
209 IVlain St., Acushnet
vVellington, Fred. E.































39 Parker St., New Bedford
White, A. T.




212 l'Iiddle Road, Acushnet
White, Raymond A.
87 :Middle Road, Acushnet
White, Emma ct al
185 "Middle Road, Acushnet
White, Everett A.
Lakeside
White, Albert F. Est.
330 Somerset Ave.) Taunton
White, Alden
590 Middle Road, Acushnet
White, Eugene
858 Main St., Acushnet
White, Patrick
10 Crompton St., Acushnet
Whittaker, John F.
n Randall St., Adams, Mass.
Whittaker, Thomas
85 Oakland St., New Bedford
Whitlock, Bertha
Wilbur, Fannie H.
Carrol St., Nev,r Bedford
Wilbur, Arthur F.
Acushnet Ave., New Redford
Wilbur, Arthur F. et al




820 Main St., Acushnet
Willacy, William H. et al





















































46 Hays St., Acushnet
Wing, Mary A.
29 .Washington St., Fairhaven
Wing, William A
240 South Sixth St., New Bedford
Winsor, Bancroft
532 Main St., Acushnet
Wiseazek, Stanley
141 Nye's Lane, Acushnet 2.28
Witkos, Suzanna
29 Cleveland St., Acushnet
Witkbs, :Mary
111 James St., Acushnet
Wi tkos, Jeannette
50 Coulombe St., Acushnet
Witkowez, Misczlaw
9 East Coggeshall St., New Bedford
vVood, Albert N.
53 Walnut St., New Bedford
Wood, Fred
15 Main St., Acushnet .36
Wood, Harala
17 Saucier St., Acushnet
Wojtkunska, J aohviga
18 Bullard St., New Bedford
Wolanski, Frank
194 Cedar Grove St" New Bedford
Wobeeky, Joseph
Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
Wobecky, Engelbert
Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
Wolf, Charles
Wordell, Mariette B.
R F. D. 244, North Dartmouth
Worden, Iitlgh Est.



























































44 Hope St., Acushnet
z
Zaine, Caroline
27 Rodway St., New Bedford
Zafirapolous, George
787 Sea Ave., N. Y.
Zimon, John
25 South Main St Acushnet
Zimon" Appolonia .,
25' South Main St., Acushnet
Zmuda, Katharina
34 Garfield St Acushnet
Zmuda, Thomas £

















By EDMUND A. LACASSE,
Chairman and Clerk, Board of Assessors.
Real
Personal Estate

















243 Peery St., Acushnet $ $ 64.84 $ 64.84
Mary Rose Gouveia
888 Belleville Ave., New Bedford 4.93 4.93
Acushnet Garden
99 Main St., Acushnet .49 .49
Victor Beaulieu
565 Main St., Acushnet 1.95 1.95
Frederick O. Tripp
Perry St., Acushnet 1.63 1.63
Helen Grumbt
106 Washington St., New Bedford .33.33
Elsie M. Grumbt
106 Washington St., New Bedford .33.33
Mrs. Harry Dixwell
Harrison T. Borden
46 Brownell St., New Bedford
Manuel N. Souza
68 Hope St., New Bedford
Mathilda ,Sharples


















PROPERTIES EXEMPT OF TAXES IN TOWN







Land site, 5400 sq. ft.










Gravel lot (Leonard St.) 5440 sq. ft.
Gravel lot (Mendall Rd.) 1 acre
Burt Memorial school
School lot, 1 acre
Grammar School (Long Plain)
School lot, y.;: acre
Parting Way School
School lot, 17'8 acre
Mary S. Howard School
(Middle Road)
School lot, 10: acre
Board of Health lot
(Main Street) 4 acres
Fire and Water District:


















































Schools, Furniture and Books
Fire Department:
Equipment
Fire and Water District:
Machinery and Tools
Stocks
Advent Church, Middle Road
Church and sheds
Church lot, 5440 sq. It.
Baptist Church, Long Plain Road
Church and sheds
Church lot, :-1 acre
Catholique Church, Main St.
Church
Community building
Church lot, 1 cere
Christian Church, Perry Hill
Church and sheds
Church lot, % acre
Frie.nds Church, Long Plain Road
Church
Sheds
Church lot, 21,780 sq. ft.
Friends Church, 142 Main St.
Church
Church lot, 1 acre
Methodist Church, 65 Main St.
Church
Church lot, 10,890 sq. It.
Methodist ,Church, Lon~ Plain Road
Church and sheds
Community house
Church lot, 5449 sq. It.
AcusTmct Cemetery 93 M. S
, l am t.
L!ind, 8% acres



























Real Estate Total Aggregate
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WARRANT
Board of Assessors of Acushnet.
EDMUND A. LACASSE, Chairman,
PERCIVAL L. ASHLEY,
WILLIAM FAWCETT,
Friends Cemetery, Wing St.
Land, 1 acre
Long Plain Cemetery, Long Plain
Land, 3 acres
Peckham Road Cemetery, Peckham Rd.
Land, 10,590 sq. ft.
Taber Cemetery, Wing St.
Land, 2 acres
Animal Rescue League, 338 Middle Rd.
Part of Homestead, 2 acres
Buildings
St. Catherine Convent, 221 Main St.
Part of Homestead





















For the Annual Town Meeting
Monday, March 7, 1932
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Bristol, ss.
To either of the constables or police officers of the Town
of Acushnet:
GREETINGS:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
you are hereby required and directed to notify and warn
the inhabitants of the Town of Acushnet aforesaid, who
are qualified to vote in Elections and in Town affairs
therein, to meet at the several designated Polling Places
in their respective PRECINCTS, in said Acushnet, t,)
wit:
In Precinct 1 - Polling Place
Acushnet Town Hall
In Precinct 2 - Polling Place
Grange Hall
on Monday the seventh (7) next, A. D. 1932 (it being
the first Monday in March) at 8 o'clock in thejorenooll,
then and .there. to bring in to the Precinct Officers of
their respective preClnctstheir'votes on one ballot for"
the following Town Officers to wit:
TQwn Clerk, Treasurer and Collector of Taxes for one
year.
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One Selectman and member of the Board of Public Wel-
fare for 3 years.
One Assessor for 3 years.
One School Committeeman for 3 years.
One Commissioner of Trust Funds for 3 years.
One Trustee of the Free Public Library for 3 years.
One member of the Cemetery Board for 3 years.
One Surveyor of Lumber for 3 years.
One Tree Warden for 1 year.
Moderator for 1 year.
One Park Commissioner for 3 years.
One member of the Board of Health for 3 years.
One member of the Board of Health for 2 years.
All the above named Town Officers are to be voted
for on one ballot.
For this purpose the polls will be opened at each
and all of said precincts at 8 o'clock in the forenoon, and
will be closed at 8 o'clock in the evening at each and all
of the several precincts.
You are hereby further required and directed to
notify and warn the said inhabitants of the Town of
Acushnet who are qualified to vote in elections and Town
affairs therein to assemble subsequently and meet in
Town Meeting at the Town Hall in said Acushnet, on
Saturday, the (12) Twelfth next at 2 o'clock in the
afternoon, then and there to act on the following sub-
j ects and business, viz:
Article 1. To see if the Town will vote to determine
the compensation which each Town Officer will receive
and make an appropriation therefor.
Article 2. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for incidental expenses.
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Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for Public Welfare.
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for Soldiers' and Sail-
ors' Relief.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for Memorial purposes.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for the Free Public
Library.
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to. rais;
and appropriate a sum of money for the suppressIOn 0,
Moths.
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Treasurer with the approval of the Selectmen, to
hire money from time to time in anticipation of the rev-
enue of the current year and to issue notes of the Tow,;
therefor and the debts incurred under the authority 0,
this vot~ to be made payable from said revenue.
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for the Board of
Health.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for Street Lights.
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for the Removal of
Snow.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Selectmen to procure the Treasurer's, Collector'~,
and Town Clerk's bonds.
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Article 25. To see if the Town will vote to approve
the report of the Selectmen.
Article 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for Hydrant services.
Article 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for the Bureau of Old
Age Assistance.
Article 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $173.00 for the purpose of
maintaining during the ensuing year, the mosquitto con-
trol works as estimated and certified to by the State Re-
clamation Board in accordance with the provisions of
Chapter 112, Acts of 1931.
To see if the Town will vote to raise









Article 17. To see if the 'Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for the maintenance of
the Fire Department.
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for the maintenance
of the Police Department.
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for notes and interests
due in 1932.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for the maintenance
of the Town Hall.
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of .money for the employment of
district or other nurses.
Article 18. To see if the ToWn will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for the Department of
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for the maintenance
of schools. Such appropriation to include vocational
schools and unpaid 1931 Vocational School bills.
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for the Reserve Fund.
Article 21. To see if the Town will v~te to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for Park Purposes.
Article 22. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for Highways and
Bridges.
Article 28. To see if the Town will vote to install
and maintain one street light on Nye's Lane in front of
house number 161. (By Petition)
Article 29. . To see if the Town will vote to take
care of its proportional part of the Bristol County Tu-
berculosis Hospital, maintenance and care, and to raise
and appropriate the sum of Two Thousand, Six Hundred
Eighty-eight Dollars and Eighty-five Cents ($2,688.85)
for the Town's proportional part of Maintenance and
o care'of said Hospital.
Article 30. To see if the Town will vote to change
.the name of either South Main Street, or Main Street,
or take any action thereon.
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Article 31. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $64.00 for medical service
. rendered Public Welfare cases in 1930 by Dr. U. Paquin.
Article 32. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $300.00 for American Le-
gion Headquarters as provided under Section 9, Chap-
ter 40, of the General Laws. (By Petition)
Article 33. To see if the Town will vote to change
the name of "Parting Ways School" to "Douglas Me-
morial School" in memory of Walter E. Douglas, and
to see if the Town will vote to name the j unction of
Main Street and South Main Street, "Dietz Square" in
memory of George Dietz, both men died during the
World War in the service of their country. (By Pe-
tition)
Article 34. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of $40.30 to pay the unpaid bal-










And you are directed to serve this warrant by post.
ing gttested copies thereof seven days at least before
the time of said meeting as directed by the Board of
Selectmen.
Hereof fail not and make return of this warrant
with your doings thereon at the time and place of said
meeting.






A True Copy, Attest:
Article 35. To see if the Town will vote to go on
record as being in favor or against the continuance of
the Old Age Assistance Law in Massachusetts. (By
written request of the Massachusetts State Grange.}
Article 36. To see if the Town will vote to layout
and accept Morse's Lane as a street, or take any action
thereon. (By Petition)
Article 37. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate a sum of money for the repair, construc-
tion and extension of new macadam' on Perry Street,
con'ditionally upon'the State or County' or both subscrib'-
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